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immtmasiQM 
Halo blight:, e&t3ts®d hj FseT^lomonas coronafaeiena 
(llllotfe ) Stapp, has long hm@n Imown as a minor disease of 
oats in Iowa. The sjaptoms of this disease were often 
B«sk@d by the injury caused by the erown-rust organism (Pue-
einia ooronata (Gorda ) var. avenae Sriks. and Henn.J. With 
the adTent of new crown-rmst-reslstant varieties of oats 
which showed few or no symptom of crown rust on their 
leaves, the halo blight disease was brought into sharp re­
lief and its economic liiportance was more fully realized. 
This apparent increase in prevalence and destructiveness of 
halo blight wade it seem worth while to find, if possible, 
resistant sorts of oats. 
When such a study was undertaken it soon became apparent 
that too little was known about the pathogen and its host 
reaction to evaluate varieties as to resistance. I»ittle was 
known about seedling sy®ptoias and injury, and the complete 
range of leaf symptcsws had not been described. Informtion 
ccmcerning varietal response to fs. coronafaclens was meager 
and methods of evaluating varietal response under field and 
greenhouse conditions were either lacking or poorly defined. 
Because of this limited infosMition it was necessary to study 
the identity of the causal organism and the symptoms pro­
duced. It was then possible to study methods of evaluating 
varietal 3?©spoa»® in Avena to Pa. eoronajfaoiena, and to 
d#t©i»»iia® tla® reactloii of a number of varieties and selections. 
Data and observations aceiaaulated on these problems 
during tliree years of study are recorded following ttie litera­
ture review. 
Fmf aii^ LrrKKAfniE 
In 18§0 "Salloway and Southworfcli (9) reported on what 
they t®rm©d new »nd destrmotlve oat disease.^ This 
dlsaas®, whieh appeared In May and June of that year, was 
widespread and severe in the eastern and centi«l United 
States, fhe symptoms were described as a browning of the 
tips of the leases, t^i<^ spread down their entire length and 
smbseq^ieatly resulted in death. Baoteria of two kinds were 
found in the diseased leases^ but no description of these 
bacteria was presented. 
Reports cm the oceurrence of "leaf blighting" of oats 
during the period 1890 to 1908 considered the disease or 
diseases to have been caused by t^ips, aphlds, several 
species of fongi, "^adverse conditi<»is of soil and weather," 
and ^physiological troubles^ as well as by **bacteria.* These 
reports have been c<»apiled by Manns (18). 
Kanns Cl8| in 1909 described a %light of oats** which 
caused a general collapse of the leaves following stomatal 
infection at the leaf tips. Diseased leaves were at first 
yellowed, then became aiottled red and brown. This description 
of symptoms was somewhat indistinct although there Is no doubt 
from Manns' plate XIII that he had under observation the 
disease stt^led in this paper. IPwo species of bacteria, 
Fseudcmcmas avenae Manns Bacillus avense Manns, were 
r®port»d as eausaX agents of tliis leaf blight. They were 
c»onsi<lei*@d to be symbionts, the preaene© of the yellow, 
saproftoytic avenae being neeeasary for severe disease 
prodiaeticsi by the white, pathogenic ga» a venae * 
Jones, JolMison and Seddy (13) reported the production of 
disease symptoms with culttires isolated frc® oats and identi­
fied as Fse^dcMonas avenae Manns, ^hey raentim the "rather 
wide, c<mspiciao««, light colored, tealo-like laargin abomt the 
lesions^* flms the first emphasis of the lesions charae-
tertstie of "halo blight* mat be attributed to these writers, 
lo mention was aade of the necessity of tlie presence of a 
yellow organism for disease expression. 
llliott (@) in 192© reported tl^ first clear description 
of symptoms characteristic of halo-blight of oats« Typical 
disease symptoma in leaves consisted of oral, yellowed spots 
me-lmlf to two centimeters or more in dia^ter about stomatal 
infecticfflis which consisted of grey broum collapsed tissue 
nHiasmring from 1 to several millimeters in length* fhese in-
fecticfltt points were observed first on c«ily one side of the 
leaf but subsequently penetrated the leaf, fhe halo-like 
Margin spread rapidly from the centers of infection and be­
came unifor»ly lifter green to yellow or showed concentric 
markings. Margins about infections at the edge of leaves 
produced erescentishaped lesions. 
Klliott i&) made infection studies both in the field and 
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Sm th® greenlious© and. reported tlwit varieties of oats showed 
differetiees in stisceptihility. In these studies suspensions 
oQronafaoiens were atomized <ai the leaves of oat 
plants. 
laolatlon from the lesions described above yielded a 
white bacterium was described as Bacterium corCTaafaeiens 
Elliott. Two groups of isolates ^ ttiis white bacterium were 
evident in Elliott*s study. One of tfeese groups consisted of 
(mlj two of her isolates and a culture secured from 0, S. 
Beddy, Madison, Hisconsln, This culture was designated as 
"stock** and seemed to have been used by Elliott as the type 
for her species description, "fhe other group chassis ted of 
isolates timt were less virulent, slower growing and showed 
other minor cultural and physiological differences. 
It is worth noting in i^sslng that Slliott (6j mentioned 
an Isolation made by S. F. Smith oats grown at Arlington 
Farm, Virginia, in 1908. 3n her opinion this isolate mde 
by Smith was the same crganism described by her as ^  corona-' 
faciens Slliott. if so, he mast be considered the first to 
have isolated this organism. 
BecMy and Qodkin (iiS) reported ths occurrence of » 
disease cm. species of Br^mus v^ich was caused by an organism 
described as Bacterita coronafaclens var# atropurpureum 
aeddy and Sodkin. ®his organism produced watersoaked areas 
Bj'Qwyis inermus. which later became dark chocolate or 
purplish brom and appeared almost black, ^he old lesions 
VkBU&lXy w®i»® linear. Pal© greea to yellowish halos were ob­
served In early stages, ®ad thsse halos beoaa® more definite 
ia older spots, fhese symptoras were strikingly different 
fr€« symptoms on oats eemaed by eorohafaclens, Parallel 
infeetiofn and eultmral studies of the two organisms showed 
the two to differ in syaptcraology and host range but to be 
almost identical culturally. More ab-andsnt growth of B, 
eoronafaeiens var. atroimri«iretaa in beef botiillon was noted, 
and it was suggested that Fa. coronafaeiens should be regarded 
as an obli^te aerobe rather than as a facultative aerobe as 
had been reported by Slliott (6 J* 
In 1®S7 (6) j^cteriuM striafaelena Slliott was described 
as the camsal agent of stripe blight of oats* ^he symptoms 
of this disease were distinctly different from the symptoms 
caused by Wm, eoronafaeiens# Iteslims first appeared as sunken, 
watersoaked dots, which when very numerous caused collapse of 
the leaf tissue, or, ^ en coalescing, foimed long, watersoaked 
stripes or blotches which might show narrow yellowish margins, 
¥nder moist conditions, bacterial exudate dried down to thin 
whit© scales, and the lesions as they become older turned a 
rusty translucent brom. fhe streak varied in length from a 
ft?aetion of an inch to several inches. Halo-like borders did 
not develop about these lesions* Symptoms were observed on 
leaves, leaf sheaths, culms, and glumes. 
Studies with the Ps. striafaclens md Ps. eoronafaeiens 
demonstrated that each produced its eharacteristic symptoms 
wh@B studied under th© same infecticm conditions. Hlnoty-two 
Tari«ti®3 and selections of ^ts tested by spraying suspen­
sions of bacteria on the leaTes showed the same differences in 
varietal suseeptibillty to both fa, coronafaclena and Pa, 
striafaeiens. So ems is teat differenees in the reactions of 
tlr^se two organisms on and in various culture media were 
foimd» In this study llliott reported Ps» coronafaeiens as 
an obligate aerobe, as suggested earlier by leddy and Godkin 
(23 )f She also reported in this work that Fs, coronafaclena 
reduced nitrates and produced hydrogen sulfide whereas in her 
earlier work {@i the organisa reacted negatively. Fseudoaonas 
striafaelena was consistently smaller than Pa. coronafac1ens« 
Elliott held that Pa, striafaeiens was a separate species 
based on size differences and type of lesions produced. 
Peterson (21) in 1933 reported the occurrence of Fs. 
coronafaclens in DenaBark. He referred throughout the work to 
the causal organism as the **lorris bacterluffl,* because only 
one variety of oats (®Borris stiff-strawed cmta* ) was attacked, 
t'his organism formed a pellicle in beef bouillon, did not 
for® diastase, did not reduce nitrate and did not produce 
hydrogen sulfide, ^hese reactions were all different from 
reactions recorded by llliott (6, 6), but Petersen did not 
eonslder them sufficient basis for erection of a new species 
for his organism. 
In view of the siwall amount of InfonBation available on 
the bacterial leaf diseases of oats it was deemed advisable 
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to smrrej th© litermtur^ of bacterial diseases on other 
gramimaoeoms hosts with the hope of obtaining knowledge of 
similarities and differenees among either causal agents or 
syaptcsBS produced. Smith (29) in ItEO reported thirteen 
genera of grasses attacked by fourteen different bacterial 
organisms, Eeviews of only those diseases that seemed per­
tinent to this study are presented* 
la 1887 Bttrrill (3) reported a bacterial disease on 
broom-eona and sorghia and another on corn (4) in 1889# XJn-
fortmately^ Barrtll*s deseripticm of the causal agents and 
of the s^ptoffis was Mager* It made evident the fact that 
bacterial spot diseases of these hosts are of long standing* 
The,diseases were reported to occur on the roots, stems, 
lea'^'es and leaf sheatba. lellei^Ban and Swingle (14) described 
a bacterial spot disease on sor^u® leaves in 1888, which 
they ccmsidered similar to Burrill's. 
Smith and iiedgea (31 i reported *Burrill's bacterial 
disease of brooai-corn'® as occurring on brocMB-corn and sor^um 
but did not discuss the cspganism. later Smith (29 ) charac-
terlEed the opgjanism as ga^terium andropogtmi Smith, rejecting 
the name Bacillus sorai Burrill# ^he sysiptcwBS produced 
the organise described by Smith (29 ) differed markedly from 
those caused by ga« eor<mafaclens and the inability of Ps. 
andropog^oni to liquify gelatin wade even more obvious their 
difference. 
Bruynlng (2) in 1898 isolated two species of chromogenic 
-9 
bmeteria trmn tti© red discoloration on the atalka and In th© 
pith of plants, whleli h® ec^aldered to "be a3rmblcnit8 
oaualng the eondltlcai Imown as sor^mm blii^t* Radaia ( 2 2 )  
Isolated a amall o^roid yeast frtm red diaeolored atema of 
blighted sor#mw plants and prodmeed similar symptoms by 
hypoder»lo Inoeulatlon of plants. He also produced red colora­
tion by aaeptleally wounding nor®al sorgiaaa plants. In 1926 
Keadrlck (15 ) described FaemdcaBonas holcl lendrlck as the 
eamaal agent of ""Holcus bacterial spot,® a disease on Holcus 
®PP» » 2-ea m&j&t Pennlaetam glaaciam and Cfeaetochloa luteacens. 
Aecordijag to lendrlck's (15) study, ^ rltlcma tnilgare. Avena 
sat lira. and Broiaas Inerms were not parasitized by this 
organism, fhe symptoaa were characterized by the conspicuous, 
wide, red-bordered lesions, obviously different from symptoms 
caused by Ps. coronafaelena. 
In 1919 (26) and again In 1921 ( 2 7 )  Hosen reported a 
bacterial root and stalk rot of coi^ but did not describe the 
causal organism in detail. He referred to this organism as a 
white, rapidly growing bacterltxm and mentioned its limited 
attack cm the leaves of com. ^he character of rapid growth 
would Im&d to the conelu3l<Mi that this organism described by 
Eosen was different j^oia Ps. corona fa c lens. Rosen (25, 28) 
also described a disease on C^etochloa luteacens (Setaria 
glauea ) caused by a tdiite bacterium which he named PseudtMonas 
aIbogreeipltans Kosen. He reported successful artificial 
inoculation of Avena satlva with this organism, but his 
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deserlpfeiOB of tbe symptoms caused by Fs. aIbopreeipltans as 
well as Its emltmml eharaeteristies served to distinguish 
it frcMt gs,. ooronafaeiens, Fseudommas a Ihopreeipitans caused 
spots with a prominent red eolor and indefinite mrgins on 
Avena sati?a, and its inability to liquify gelatin distin­
guished it 3^0® Fs> eoronafaciens. 
KoGulloeh (17) in 19^0 deserlbed a disease "'Basal glume 
rot of wheat* which attacked the glumes and grain of wheat 
although infection was obtained oai leaves, ^he diseased 
glumes showed dull brownish black areas near the base or some-
tiaies extending almost the entire length of the gltaae, The 
base of diseased grain Taried in eolor from a scarcely notice­
able brown to a charcoal black, Symptf^s produced on the 
leaves appeared as smiII, watersoaked spots, which subse­
quently enlarged and became elongate, turning yellow to light 
brown. Tixm causal opganis® described as l^cterlum atrofaciens 
McCullooh was culturally scwewhat similar t® Fs. coronafaciens 
but differed in being more actively green f3^reseent, of 
different growth character on agar and potato cylinders, and 
in its feeble production of a«®onia. ^hese characteristies 
of the causal agent and the difference in type of symptoms and 
host range leave no do^t that ^eterium atrofaciens McGulloch 
la different from Fs« coronafaeiens« 
A group of bacterial diseases of cereals caused by yellow 
pathogens are obviously different from ths disease studied in 
this ;piper. However, a short resume seemed pertinent because 
-11-
of tim host of aomo of these yellow or^niams end the 
synptc^s whleh they prc^meed, 
A disease of western uteeat grass was described by O'Qara 
Clt, 00) in 191S- fhe oamsal agent, J>.T>lanobaeter agropyrl. 
was a yellow, noa-motile organlsa whloh prodded masses of 
yellow slime mn. the imfeoted plaiat pirts. 
Ja 1917 Jones, Johnsoa aad Eeddy (13) described a yellow 
or^nlsiB, ]^oterii» translaoems > to be the causal agent of 
bacterial blight of Imrley. Symptoms eatxsed by this oriptnism 
wei^ similar to those caused by Ps> striafaeiens, but oats were 
mot susoeptible to attack, ^wo years later 3mlth, Jones and 
leddy (so) described a variety, ^  translucens var. undulosiaaa. 
which was like the origiiaal species, except that it wsts capa­
ble of at^cking wheat, Parley and rye. 2h 1924, fieddy, 
dodkin and Johnson (24) described a second variety, trans-
lucens var. secalis. iitoich was like the other two, except 
that it attacked rye only. Bamberg (1) In 1956 reported an 
extensive study on trans lucens var. undulosuia. He demon­
strated the existence of strains aMong his isolates recog­
nizable by Means of cultural characters, action m sugars, 
ar^ in lithogenicity. 3k addition differences in varietal 
reaction were de»«mstrat#d. Hagb<^g (1©) repca-ted in 1936 
that translucens var. mduloaua caused slight infection on 
seedlings wh»n wheat seeds were soaked in a suspension of t^his 
organism. Sxperiwents with seed injured by |:^icking the 
pericarp above the embryo with a sharp, flamed needle before 
"12' 
intfdfitliig wtth the orgaais® iiieap«asedl th© aambep of diseasod 
a®®dXlags brnt d®er®aa«d germluatlcm sharply* Ho to 
lmt©rpr®t tfe® o&ms«a of i^la r®d^®d Injury was report«d* 
(11) reported a taxoaoaio study on Xanthoaonae 
tT&mmluf&mm R* ) Bowsoa in ubieli lie divided the 
apeeles into five foraiae apeelales. two of wliicli wore new, 
^'liese two, tranalmeena fm sp» korde 1 -avenae and ^  trana«> 
Imoena f* sp. oerealia. were both paUiogenio on oat aeedllnga 
toy a®«dl® priok iaoeuliticmai Helther of these two fomae 
gpeelalea were eolleoted cm A vena* 
-13-
SlMFTQHOLOaX 
eor©itafaeiQaa may attack th® oat plant from. 
the time the seed coat tnaptures mtll the plant is mature. 
Symptoms were observed on eoleoptiles^ culms^ leaf sheaths, 
leaves, and glumes. 
Seed and Seedling SyMpt<Ms 
fhe plumule within infected seed was found to be entirely 
destroyed, and ti«> radiele remiited underdeveloped. The 
embryo was attacked Sfflmedlately following rupture of the seed 
coat and together with the endosperm was partially €>r com­
pletely disintegrated* fhe entire seed excepting the lemma 
and palea was rotted to such an extent that if pressure was 
applied, a yellowish-white, viscous material was extruded. 
Varying degrees of severity of plumle necrosis were observed 
ranging from seedlings ©n which the plumule could not be dis­
tinguished to those in which the plumle had reached two to 
three centimeters in length but never e»merged above the 
surface of the soil. The degree of develojmient of the root 
system seemed to be proportional to the amount of develoj^ent 
of tbe plunmle before necrosis became complete. Mo evidence 
of a direct attack upon the roots by the organism was 
observed (Flate Ij. 
Plat© 1 
Froffi left to right, healthy seedling, seedlings 
©jchibiting increasing amamita of disease. Upper 
right, pre-emergent killing. 
Plate 1 
Sai®rg®d s®®dllnga showed different aymptoms. Some 
seedlings were stimted, watersoaked throtjgbotit, and -yellow, 
never developing a green coloration (Plat® 1). The tissues 
of\|t»0h plants were teeming with haoteria, Qther seedlings 
showed the development of a pale green color hmt soon became 
yellowed, collapsed and died* &oot systems of smeh seedlings 
were poorly developed but did not disintegrate iintil the stem 
parts had collapsed* fhe symptoms of dtill other seedlings 
were confined to areas on the primary leaves. Saeh primary 
leaves were yellowed in cooaflment or poorly defined areas 
(Flate 1)» These areas wore most commonly at the tips of the 
primary leaf althoiigh they were foiand on any part of the 
leaf, fwo to five days after ftill development of the primary 
leaf the affected areas became necrotic and browned. Tho 
affected areas of the leaf stibseqmsntly collapsed. The en­
largement of the diseased areas after ©mergence was governed 
by moistnr® conditions, high hmmldity being necessary for 
extensive spread. The limits of the affected areas on lariiaRry 
leaves were for the most part poorly defined. 
laoaf Bymptcffios 
Faemdcaaonas coronafaeims most eosfmionly attacked tho 
leaves of the oat plant. The early stages in the development 
of sympt«Mfts were observed most easily in the morning while 
the leaves still were covered with dew. At this time, tiny, 
watersoaked spots one mm. or less in diameter were observed. 
17 
f«llowiag ®r tli« amn»®B®.di3ag tisa'aoa extended i»apidly from 
these centers - IPtie mrglml or ImIo area first became yellow-
greeiij tliea yellow, and fiaally assumed varying shades of 
brown as tlie tlssmes died (Plate 2, fig. A), If environ-
mental eondltioas were favorable, the halo enlarged, and the 
l e s i o n  a s s u m e d  a  e o n e e n t r l o a l l y  r i n g e d  a p p e a r a n c e  ( P l a t e  2 ,  
fig, B). 1?his ringed appearance popobably arose as a result 
of Interrmpted growth of the baeteria. The concentrically 
riisged appearance developed when favorable and unfavorable 
eoaditions for growth rapidly succeeded each other, as in the 
case of nights with heavy dews «aad lK>t dry days, and aay have 
been due to the formation the brown border at the close of 
a favoifable perlM of development ^ d the remmption of devel­
opment during favorable periods, 
Kany variations from this well defined pattern of 
disease expression wer® evident. Ifenrginal and tip lesions on 
the leaves were eomm&R, Coalescence of lesions occurred* 
farietal and environmental respctise affected the halo size, 
slmpe, deflniteness ®f boMer, and the color of the lesion. 
Marginal lesions resulting fr<^ infections along the 
edges of the leaf produced If-lesions'* or in many eases a 
band of yellowed tissue parallel to the Icmg dimension of the 
leaf, ^hese Itn^r lesions Might extend the entire length of 
the leaf, and they occasimally showed Margins toward the 
center of the leaf, but such occurrence was rare. As 4^e 
tissue died, the color clmnges followed the si^e imttem as 
Plafc© 2  
Fig. A, Disease caused by Paeadomonaa c orona fa eiena 
on pFimary leaves of the oat variety logold 
eolleeted at Ames, Iowa, 1942. 
Fig. B. Bisease caused by Paeudomonaa o orona fa c iena 
€m leaves of tto® oat variety Brban collected 
at ISanawha, Iowa, 1942. 
B 
Plate 2 
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tfeb® leaf lesions first dsscribod# Lesions of the **stripe 
bllglat** type were csfeserved on one variety in tlis Ames oat 
marsery. 5'liiia variety Imd been planted late and showed only 
two leaves at the tiwte other varieties in the nursery were 
a tooling, fhe lesions were long, not haloed, rust "brown in 
oolor, and with ohservabl© eamdate (Plate S, fig* A). Leaig, 
marginai, haloed lesions with no observable exudate were 
observed cm this same material CFlate S, fig* A). 
fip lesims, whieh were eoamon, resulted in the rapid 
death of tisane near the apex of the leaves. BevelopBent of 
tl^se tip lesions did not result in long smrginal lesions, 
and seemingly advanced down the leaf toward tlm culm mly 
after death of the most distal ^ rt of the leaf. The symptoms 
at the leaf tips caused by Ws, ooronafaeiena were difficult 
to separate frmt other diseases• 
Sumerous diseased areas m the saiae leaf resulted in 
©oaleseenee of lesicms and subsequent interference of devel­
opment afflong lesions resultteg in variegated effects 
(Plate 2, fig. BJ* 
¥arl«tal reacti«m was divided roughly into three types. 
One type was characterized by lesions which developed large 
yellowed Mlos, then became concentrically ringed and assumed 
shades of brown similar to the color of dead leaves as the 
tissues died, fhe second type exhibited chiefly on varieties 
and selections froM th© Victoria x Bichland cross cojamonly 
showed More rapid browning of the diseased areas and the 
Plat;© 5 
Iieft to Tight, Fonv prlrmTj leaves of the 
variety Hinton showing disease caused bj 
Faeudoiaonas strlafaci^s. Fifth leaf la of 
th® sea© variety slewing long marginal lesion 
catis©d by Faendomonas coronafaciena« Collected 
at Ames, Iowa, May 26, 194S. 
©iseas© camaed by Pse'odoaonas eoromfaci eng 
on leaves of the oat variety Bond collected 
at Osage, Iowa, J^une 9, 1942. 
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A 
B 
Plate ^ 
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lealons ibeeam® qmickly soaflmeatj th© ringed appearance was 
present <o^ absent (Flafee S, fig. B). fhe third type was 
eharaetertzed by the oee«irren©e of seattered, restricted 
lesions^ eoiBiionly light brown to alratost white in solor which 
seldoffi if ever beeaaie conoentrieally ringed and confluent. 
It is well knoTO that season may influence symptoms both 
in ®»omt and in charaeter. Symptaos oamsed by Wb. eorona-
faeiens differed s®ae«®iat in each year of study. I31 1940 the 
disease imas not observed until late in the growing seas<m 
when most plants were already approaching the *bo®t* stage. 
At this sa«e time sy»pt^s were also observed <m late planted 
varieties, so age of plants was not the prlawiry determining 
factor# Intensive browning resulting in developsient of a 
rich lahogany color occurred on severely affected plants of 
all ages, and the lesions were not marked by .either sharply 
defined bmi^ers or dlstinet concentric markings (Plate 4, 
fig« M)» Ooalescence of lesions occurred extensively cm 
susceptible sorts. Varieties leas severely infected had more 
definitely b^dered lesi^s, but concentric rings were 
f^aed Infrequently. 
fhe symptoms observed in 1941 were similar to those ob­
served the previous year, with the exception of the color 
developed by the affected leaves, ^he ringed appearance was 
more striking and the diseased leaves attained on death a 
brown col^ more similar to the color of norml leaf tissue 
killed by removing frcm the plant and drying. Resistant 
Plat® 4 
Fig, A, Mseas© eauaed toy PsQudoatonaa oortmafaciena 
on leaves of the oat variety Boon® collected 
at Glierok©©, Iowa, May 11, 1942» 
Fig. B Disease caused t>y Psemdomonaa CQronafaoiens cm 
l@av©s of a selection from the Magistral x Bond 
cross eollected at Ames, Iowa, Jiane 26, 1941. 
Plate 4 
plants ah.ow«4 r«strieted, wall-definad lesions, llgbt brown 
in oolop. 
Biseaso s^ptoms w®r® obaerirad ©arllsi' in 1942 than in 
th® two prevloms years. Diseased pljints vnire first fomd at 
A«e», Iowa, in aid-May. Symptoffls rapidly beoame widespread 
in the nursery at 4jiiea* She lesions on susceptible sorts were 
at first indefinitely bordered, yellow-green in color, then 
becatse brown» with smbsequent coalescence of lesiG^s and 
forsMition of concentric rings# The age of tdie leaves possibly 
was a factor in this tyi» of sympto® expression# Mesistant 
plants showed either no symptoras or occasional restricted 
lesions. Some of these lesions were similar to the ones Just 
described except they were smaller and did not become con­
fluent# The variety Bond showed either scattered lesions 
with a light brom coloration or lesions of pale green color 
with very indefinite borders (Plate 4, fig- A j, 
I>eaf Sheaths and Calm SymptoiBS 
fhe occurrence of symptoms leaf sheaths and culms 
was less comam than the leaves. l«esions <m leaf sheaths 
usually were fro® one to several centimeters in length and 
light brown in color. Sheaths severely diseased often were 
encircled completely by the diseased areas. Often a lesion 
beginning on the leaf sheath would extend into the leaf 
blade tissue even to the tip of the leaf. This symptom was 
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ffi®nfei€fla0d by Ifenns (18), but li© eonsidereii th® symptom to 
develop do»m tke leaf to the sheeth rather tban the reverse, 
whleh wrna observed more often la tMa study, ?he leslcm 
centers were evMeat, but the riaged appearanee developed 
iafrequeutly. Ija eases where the ringed appearance ims de­
veloped the lesion was at the base of the leaf, 
GuIm lesions were observed infrequently and then only 
under severely diseased sheaths, fhese lesions were first 
yellow then beca»» light brown in color and were without con­
centric markings. Margins of such areas were indefinite, 
i^ftdiag unifomly yet rapidly into healthy tissue. Mo clear 
lesi®a centers were observed. J^om niamerous observations 
developwmt of culm lesions apparently was confined to in­
fection courts opened by injury of culaas surrounded by 
diseased sheaths. 
01ume SymptOBia 
Occasional lesions were observed <m the glumes during 
th9 com»se of this study, fhese diseased areas either were 
located near the base of the glu»# and of the type described 
above in th# section m leaf s^sneptoois but lacking th# cm-
centrically ringed appearance^ or were yellowed, almost 
translucent areas at the tips of the glume tissue. The 
lesions at th© tips cOKaonly were confined to the upper half 
of the glme. In scaae cases the entire area of the glusie 
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was y«llcwe4 feo browned, giving tfe« appoai^no® of promature 
rlpomiiNg* Varietal differences were obaerved, but amoianta 
of disease were aiieli tliat generalization wo'ttld be poorly 
groninded* 
ISOl4&TI0ir flGilKIQtJl 
VwmmTouB isolatioiia were i^de fVom oats having the symp­
toms Sesorihed to the preceding chapter, fhe oat plants were 
collected fTmsL nursery plots and fields chiefly within the 
state of Iowa. A large majority of ttiese specimens were oh-
tained from plots at Ames and I»nawi», Iowa. 
Isolations from these specimens were made in the follow­
ing manner, fhe diseased leaf hlade was washed thoroughly in 
r«tming tap water, then in a stream of distilled water from a 
wash hottle. l^he washed hlade was then placed on a flamed 
slide and a small section approximately 2 mm. sqmre cut out. 
fhis section was dipped in alcohol and israsediately placed In 
ft tuhe of sterile water. After washing in three more tuhes 
©f sterile water the section was crushed in 1 cc. of sterile 
water in a petri plate. A glass rod with an enlarged and 
roughened tip was used for this purpose. After mixing the 
water and crushed material tai©roughly, a loopful of the sus­
pension was transferred to a secmd plate containj^g 1 cc. 
of sterile water and smhae^uently in like manner to a third 
plate. Beef extract peptone agar at a temperature less than 
was poured ^to the plates and mixed thoroughly with 
the suspension, fhese dilutim plates were allowed to 
harden and were incuhated at room tei^erature (2S-27®C. ). fhe 
©ol^aaies were picked from the plates in from three to fire 
days and transferred to tubes of beef extract peptone agar. 
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somes OF isomi?ss 
Isolafei<Mi8 wer® Mad® fT<m leaioaa of suspeetod Meterial 
orlgia OR a mm^mr of varioMes of o&ts. ^h® sraterlal in tlie 
194® mimlX grain amrsery at E&n&wim, Iowb., proved to be of 
imrlJiomlJir iatereat wltfe referexioe to the oharaeter of the 
lee loins. A wide varlatloa of symptosis were apparent, the 
general eheracter of the lesions being predominately browned 
and in esieesa of the oeomrrenoe of this ajmptoai as reported 
by Blliott (@i» A seleoted gro«p of eialturea isolated from 
lesions representing the predoiaiiiiating types are presented in 
table 1. Sefereaee to this table reveals variation of lesion 
types host to host. Ctiltmres 1 through 8 were elasslflM 
tentatively as fa. ©ea^onafalens beoatise of their resemblance 
to the reeorded symptowology for that species. Cte^ly one 
©mlture (no. If) was isolated tr<m a fa. strlafaeiena type 
lesion* IPhis Isolate was froa the only colleetion of stripe 
blight observed in the year 1946, and tfels oolleetion was 
made mp of only a very few leaves froa ®ae nmrsery row« It 
is of interest that this seleoti^m (Markton x Med lustproof) 
was grown la the Uniform Oat Bmxt »i*rsery and was fVon a 
seed aomree different from tbs bmlk of the marsery mterial. 
The M&wm seleotion groim at Asies, Iowa, the same season 
failed to show the disease. 
fabl® Xm ftatatiT© Sf©ei#s Bastgaatim, Mgb%, B®aei?ipti©»i of Lasloii and Sat« of 
0olX#eti©a of Ba@t®rlal Isolafeas trm Oats Qtmm at laaawlia, Iowa, 
to mo. 
Otiltura 
So. 
sp#©i@s 
I^signatioH ©aseripfeioii of Lesion Host 
'Bate' of ' 
Oolleotion 
1 Ps. eoroBafaeians Iiesioas with aiaall Mt wall-
dafiaed balo, scalded apj^aar-
ane© of balo area, some 
reddaaiiig about area. 
Gmtrol i/1/40 
2 Fs. ©oroiiafaciaES large well-^haloed lesions, 
bpowaing ©f areas immediately 
adjaeemt to lesicais. 
Vangaard 6/1/40 
a Fs. eorcaiafaeiens « « » ft 6/1/40 
4 tt It « H n » 6/1/40 
S » » It « B tt 6/1/40 
6 «t ft IieaiOB with sa«ll halo and 
raargia iadefiiiite, deeply 
browned. 
tama 6/1/40 
7 « f! Irfialon with large halo, slight 
browning but not reddening of 
adjacent area* 
lanoock 6/4/40 
3 » » Iiong lesion, halo margin in­
definite and browned. 
A, sterilia 6/80/40 
10 Fs. atriafaolans Long leaioa, no halo, browned, 
exudate. 
Markton x led 
Hustproof hybrid 6/g0/40 
la 1941 aMltloaal spdsimeas wer# eolleet«d, and ft total 
of fS isolates were obtained fro® WFiotas types of lesions on 
speeies and varieties of oats» Th» bulk of the isolations 
were frtm Material oolleeted in tl» ^ es, Iowa, oat nursery. 
Jk seleoted group of eultures obtained from diseased plants in 
lf41 are piwsented in table 2» The isolations were wade 
rather late in the growing season as the disease did not ap­
pear early in 1941. Again the extensive browning of leaves 
was the most omapieuoms symptom. €*ulture 101 was isolated 
fre® aa unidentified variety of j^veBa sativa and was frcm a 
lesion tjfca^t appeared to be of the ^striafaeiens* type In 
appearance bmt lao&ed exudate. ®his oulture was frcaa the 
only ©olleotion similar to the stripo blight type observed in 
lf41. SNtlture 104 was isolated from glume tissue showing 
brown dlseoloratioa and represented a e&oioe fr<^ several 
eolleetlms of su©h material. It was difficult to obtain 
pathogenie isolates fr^ sueh raaterial, proTMibly beeause of 
the advanced stage of the lesion at the time of isolation, 
feiltta-e 10$ was isolated fro® a lesion unlike those previously 
#eseribed as typloal and fro® a host (var. Marlon) that has 
been shorn to be susoeptible to the disease. Culttires 106, 
107 and 108 were isolated froo selsotlcms frcaa a Land^mfer x 
Siehland (MS81S) cross whieh was very severely diseased 
throughout the Ames nursery, ©ulture 111 was fr<M a lesion 
of aa unusual type, the ©enter being large and very light 
brom in appearance, quite In eontrast to the penpoint center 
Table B* fantatlv® Bpmim BtfigiiatJloia, lost, Maarlptim of I^slois, and ^t# of 
Solltctie© of laottriftl Isolat©® fr©« Osts mt imts, Iowa, la 1941 
GmlttiP# 
io. 
Speoi«3 
0@3ifaatioQ Deseriptlon of Iitsios lost 
Bat® • of" • 
...Uollsotioa 
101 
log 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
110 
Fa. coroamfaol^ms 
n 
tt 
lesion linear, dark brown 
bordered with ©hlorotio area, 
ao exudate. 
Iiesion linear, dark brown 
bordered with ohlorotio area, 
ao exMate* 
4* sativa 
A. eativa 
Irowa diaeoloratioEi of gltime. ^ sativa 
iestrioted lealon with ineoii- Marion 
spieuoua indefiaitely Mtrgiii^ 
halo. 
Iiarge lesions, center indefi- Landhafer x 
nite, halo area browned, in- Bic1iland(XMS816) 
definite margin. 
Intensive browning of leaf " 
ttoongh coalescence - from 
center of lesion in such area. 
As above except reddish-brown ® 
e olor. 
Lesicsi with small center, large Ifairion 
browned indefinitely margined 
halo. 
6/2g/41 
6/22/41 
6/22/41 
6/tg/4l 
7/1/41 
7/1/41 
7/1/41 
7/1/41 
Cmltiir# 
I©. 
ipeeiss 
i^ slgsftfeloa ©eserlpti^ of Iisaioa lost 
-'Bate of " 
0olle®tion 
Ill fs. . co3?onafmel®na i®stpiet®d l®sioa, larg® 
•aealdei* e®ntep, ring of halo 
sargiii tofowa, . 
{0.I.S644) X ?, " 
(3ig2 3E Riehland) 
mmi 
'••^W-41 
Hi £©si©ii long plBk-browG,emflti-
®at;,s«ill haloed areas withla. 
tt » 7/S/41 
lis » » Lesioa ellipfclsal browned 
thr©mgho«t, Booae oen^er small, 
eolorlesa froa margin of lesion. 
n « 7/5/41 
114 n » with ind®finite ©enter 
Imlo ringed with brown. 
Boone 7/5/41 
lis tt iame as above. Boone 7/S/41 
116 » tt Browned elliptieal leaion. Bond 7/5/41 
117 li » « » » lond 7/5/41 
118 t» » » tt tt Bond 7/5/41 
121 It Browned restricted linear lesion 
margin Indefinite, no earadate. 
, ¥iet. X Eioh. 7/5/41 
102 n tt Leaion large, elongate, ehloro-
tic, ©enter indefinite. 
Marion 7/5/41 
to be foimd ixi moat all other lesiozis. 
Xsolatea ohtaimed in the years 194S were taken from oats 
at an earlier stage of develoimeat than in the two previous 
years, fhe general oharaeter of the sjroptoias ctoserved was 
waeh more like the epiphytotios deserihed by Elliott (6}. 
were first noted at Ames on Way 19 when the seedling 
plants were eight to ten iaehes tall. The symptoms appeared 
abomt three days after a heavy, driving rain. After this 
date, tta© disease beoame increasingly cc^iacsi in the Ames 
nursery# A group of mltures selected fro® isolations made 
frtm 36 eollestions of material are presented in table 3, 
Cnlttires 2QSA to 206© iaolmsive were obtained from speoistens 
furnished by H, B. losen at Fayetteville, Arkansas, from his 
nursery plots, fhe lesi^as were large and well-haloed and 
served as good examples of the type of lesions illustrated in 
Flate 2, fig. A. Culture 2Q9M from the variety Jianoook and 
B16 A through 21fGS from the variety logold represented col­
lections of loaterial showing sfisptoinis similar to the Arkansas 
specifflsns. Cultures BZUk and 2SI1B represented eolleetlons of 
material with long, haloed, marginal lesions frm the variety 
Minton (see Flate S, fig. A). Selections from the variety 
Mint cm were planted at Ames from material sent frora Washington, 
O. €?., about April 1©, Because of the late date of planting, 
this group of selecti<ms was in the seedling stage at the time 
of colleeticm. Cultures 2184 through 22SB were frora material 
of ^ is origin, fhis group of isolates were fr<®i lesions of 
fafel® S. Teiitatlva Spacias Basigaatlon, Host, Deserlptioa of Iitaloa^ flaoa md Date 
of eollaotioa of iaofearlal Isolates irm Oats end Mrme la l©4t» 
ami-
tap® 
lo. 
Species 
Beslgaatioa leseafiplioa of lies ion lOit 
flace of 
Collection 
•-iftfce 
flollectloi 
mm Ps. eoroaafaeiens Center of lesion with 
large yellowed halo. 
Am eat lira l^yetteT1lie,Ark. 4/4l/4e 
i03B ft Same as ahove* tt tt tt tt 4/21/4E 
mm tt » n n m tt tt tt tt 4/gl/4g 
2mu tt » tt tt n m tt n H 4/21/4S 
g04A n H » tt n It tt n » 4/gl/42 
g04B tt n » ft » n » » a 4/21/42 
2om n » » « 1* n « « tt 4/21/42 
tOSB » a » n m tt tt « tt 4/21/42 
gOSG n tt n n tt tt R It tt 4/21/42 
2Qm R n tt H tt tt tt tt tt 4/21/42 
206A » a ti » ti tt tt tt tt 4/21/42 
206G n A tt tt fi tt « tt n 4/21/42 
209B tt n tt tt tt var•Hancock Ames, Iowa 5/13/42 
S16A n n tt tt tt var.Iogold a tt b/2&/A2 
fabl® S (eontifiuei I 
ctii-.. 
%um 
Mo. 
Speeies 
Designation D®s©ripti©ii of £#sioii Host oUifotiL 
Sate"of 
Golleetic® 
siiB ?s« eoronafaoiens Center of lesion with large 
fellowei Isalo. 
var.Iogold A»es, Iowa 
21U m Sa»e as ahoye. n n It » &/2$/4M 
217B m n K 9 » m n » » §/26/4$ 
2170 n tt tt t» «» » n n It 
2BU m 9 Iifflag lesl<»i on edge of leaf, 
no exudate • parallel 
ehlorotio area. 
var.Mintcai » « $/2$/4B 
221B a n Same as aborre. » tt n 5/8S/42 
22 m. n Center of lesicKi with 
large yellowed halo 
i369 X Bond 
(G.I.SSiS) 
Osage,Iowa 6/9/4g 
ggSB fi n Same as above. « a » tt 6/9/48 
228A n a Lesion with greyed in­
definite halo. 
Bond tt 6/9/42 
2a8B n Same as above. n tt R 6/9/42 
823A » n Deep brown lesion, no halo var.Bond Cherokee,la. 6/11/42 
215A Fa. striafaeiens Long brown watersoaked 
lesion 
var.Hancoek Ames , Iowa 5/26/48 
fable S (eoatlamed J 
0t|l-^  
tmre 
Sog 
Speeies 
I^signatlc® Des©fip%lsia of Leslisa lost 
flaoe of Date of 
Qolleetlon Solleetion 
2im |i •etriafaeiena liOiig broim wateraoaked lesioa var.Ianeoek Ames, Iowa 5/26/42 
2ige * tt m n n n » m fli n S/2i/42 
mm m » bro«Ei watersoaked leslom, 
eacadate (seedling plaat). 
-rar* Minttai tt a 5/26/42 
SISB ft tt SaisB as above# » * » tt 6/26/42 
il9A t» « « » » » » » 5/26/42 
gltB » » tt m n n m 5/26/42 
2190 tt tt tt It n n * « S/26/42 
22gA "  « "  It Oeatep of elliptical (2x4 mm) 
«aters«mked lesion^ exudate. 
n n » » i/26/42 
gggB » n Same as above. » « « * 5/26/42 
223A n- Long watersoaked lesion« 
pioked droplets of exudate. 
n n B tt 5/26/42 
22SB i» » Same as above. m It tt tt S/26/42 
2004 Ps . coronaf aeSez^ Long rust-brown lesion* Broatus sp. ff II 4/ /42 
gOOB Var. atropurpureum » It H » » H It 4/ /42 
f ab a,® S 
Gul" 
%UT9 
i©. 
Bpml^s 
Beslgaatl©® i>©s®rlfti0a of lesion lost 
Plae® of 
G©ll©etloii 
'"'iSttf of 
Colleetioa 
gOOG .at rowwTOrem Iioag mjiit-browii lesloa. iyoaas 3p* kmm. Iowa V 7« 
um^) « H * » » » It n tt tt 4/ /4a 
2Qm 'n tt tt n n at N n tt « V /48 
2QU « * Oval leslea of intense Wmm, 
slight aj?®a of efelorosis. 
» * tt » 4/ /48 
mm » tt Sam© at abov#. H m » » 4/ /42 
miQ « tt » » » II tt tt tt 4/ /42 
2010 tt tt n n tt m tt tt tt> 4/ /4S 
2021 « » waterscMiksd Itslon with 
so obsepvabl# esmdatd. 
n « tt tt 4/ /42 
202B « HI SaMd as above* tt tt tt tt 4/ / 42 
30gC tt tt tt 8 tt » tt tt tt 4/ /4a 
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tii® **stfip0 tollght® tjpe aiad ir@re in all cases tram, tlae 
l«af of tsh« a@©dliag. 1?li«re seemed no dou^t tliat 
ttoe seed carried the imoeul^* 
Omltmres 22Bk, 2S8B and 223A, were obtained frora lesions 
on tlie variety Bond, whiala was Jiighly resistant in all field 
observations. 
Smltures 2QQk tbromgfci 20gG were seeured fro® lesions on 
Br^ms inerrams. It was desired to obtain isolates of the 
irarlety of Fs, coronafaeiens var« atroparpareiMft described by 
Beddy and 0od&in {23 1 for inclusion in cultural studies. In 
isolation studies a yellow baeteriuai was isolated from s<»ie 
types of lesions cm tMs host, but no study of these cultures 
was . saade.. 
41-
mmwmL studies 
ffee r®aeticaa of isolates from oats and. brome grass pre­
sented above were observed chi and im various selected media 
to determine the clmraeteristie reaction of isolates of this 
speeies, to find whether differences in reaction existed 
among isolates from different hosts and types of lesions» 
and to provide a basis for comparison with the characteris­
tics of isolates as reported by llliott (6), Petersen (21) 
and Eeddy and Sodkin (25)# l?he majority of the tests used 
by these authors were employed^ and others were added. 
Sross Morphology 
On peptone beef agar the isolates grew raoderately well. 
Freshly made medium of this type was necessary for good 
growth, ^he growth of tlie isolates which appeared in three 
days was filiform along the line of the needle stroke, and 
with entire or slightly undulating margins. The color of 
the colony by transmitted li^t was that of skimmed milk, 
the surface smooth and glistening. In ccmsistency, the mass 
was butyrous. Some isolates grew more slowly and less 
abun<Stently then the remainder, in this way seeming to agree 
with th® differences recorded by Elliott (6). The group 
showing meager growth was similar to her group characterized 
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toy laoiafc# Ho, 36, th© more rapid growing forma like the 
*ato©k* isolate, ohtained fro» 0. S. Eeddy, upon whieh 
Blliott largely haaed the original species description. Only 
two or the isolates used In this study CHos. 3 and 8) showed 
the hrownii^ of »edia that she described. 
Cultures secured from 8r<aaus inermas were like the 
rapid growing group of cultures obtained from oats except 
fc^ their prodiiction of faljat fluorescence in old cultures. 
Shis production of fluorescence was In agreement with Keddy 
and Sodkin*s (23) data. 
On potato-dextrose agar no striking differences were ob-
senred in the growth of the laat isolates, The growth on this 
ntedlum was more rapid and abun<tent than on peptone beef agar. 
In two days, growth on potato-dextrose agar was abundant, 
raised, glistening, flllforai with slightly undulate margins, 
grey white in color and of slightly gelatinous consistency* 
Inhere was no change in color of the medlura and no observable 
odi^» After incubation of caie week, the surface of the iso­
lates was slightly rugose, the bacterial amss white and 
opaque. Differences in rate of growth on potato-dextrose 
a^r between the two groups of isolates were less striking 
than on beef peptone agar, but some differences were observed, 
fhe group that grew nore slowly on beef peptone agar also 
showed less abundant growth <m potato-dextrose agar, with 
less «ss and fainter rugose surface ^ rkings* 
& nutrient broth only slli^t differences were observed 
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ftmong tli® isoajitfts. A sliglit elomding of th® 'brofcli was 6b-
s®j»tr©d in 24 liotars but ntever becam© heavy. in ten days a 
slight pelliele was evident at the surfaee, which was easily 
hroken by shaking the tmbe. A weak ring was evident at this 
time J forimtion of a persistent pellicle was not observed, 
Upon shaking the tmbe the film would break into small flakes 
•which settled to the bottom of the tube. Cha further agita-
tic®j the sediment beeam® granular. 
Isolates froM Broaus inerams grew slightly better in 
this mediuja than those froa oats. In some of the tests 
slight green coloration in the broth occurred after 5 to 10 
days Incubation, 
la cultures two and one-half mmths old, a brown colora­
tion in the broth was observed in a few of the cultures from 
oats {los. gl6B, 2170, 218A, tEEA, and 22SBJ, In view of 
its infrequent occurrence among isolates, this brown colora-
ti<m hardly was to be regarded as characteristic of the 
species. 
IPemperattxre Eelations 
lo detailed investi^tions of temperature relations 
were conducted as observations in the course of routine 
handling of cultures a®peed well with temperatures recorded 
in the literature* Only one series of tests was undertaken. 
For this series, eulttires were prepared by streaking nutrient 
agar with a heavy water suspension of a 48-hour old culture 
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of 203A by means of a platinum loop. Triplicate tubes were 
placed iraaediately in incubators keld at eaob. of the tempera­
tures listed in table 4. After 24 hours, growth was best at 
2g®C. and M®G., growth at lS®e, and moderately good. 
The same relationship held after 48 hours with the exception 
of a failure on tdie ja^rt of the tubes at 15°G. to increase 
growth as rapidly as the others. After three days, growth was 
obsenrable at all t@00ip©ratur©s used. After six <2^ya, however, 
growth at 40®G, and 44°G. was questionable. The failure of 
the organism to continue growth at 4©^G. and 44®C. no doubt 
waa due in i®rt to the drying of the media at these high 
temperatures. 
Table 4- Relative Amounts of CJrowth of an Isolate {20SA) of 
Fs. coronafaeiens at several teMperatures of 
incubation. 
Temperatures 24 Kotara 48 Hours S Days 6 13ays 
1®G. _ 4- 4-4-
Y© 
- 4»4' 4-4-4-
1©^ 4- 4»4'4»4. 4'4'4>4-4> 
IS® 4- ++ 4-4»4-4- 4-4-4-4-
15® 4.4'+ 4-4"4'+4- • 4"+4*4' 
It® ++ +4-4'4- 4-4-4-4'+4- 4-4-4* 4-4-4-
22® 4-4-t' '••4-4'4'4" 4-4-4-4-4-4- 4.4-4-4-4> 4-
25® 4-+4- ,4-4-4''4- 4-4-4.4-4^  + 4»+4-4-
350® 4>4-4>4> 4-4-+4' 4-4-4-4-
35® • 4- 4- 4^ 4-
40® 4- + ? 
44® 4- ? 
equals no growthj ? equals questionable growth? + to 
+++++* equals increasing aMOiants of growth. 
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fh®a© £^ta agree favorably with those reeorded in the 
literatmre. Jk the original deseription of Fa« ooronafaeiena 
by miiott (6) the optiwua teaperature was reeorded as 24® -
2S®G,j the maxifflsam temperature as 31®C»; the minisium below 
0®{3. In a later article (7) the same author reported the 
optimuia to be ®about 22®G#, the Mftximuat between 5S® and 55®C,, 
and growth at 1®C#* Petersen {21} reported a miniiaum below 
, the naximom at about 4O®0, In the foregoing testa 
growth was observed at 1®C. and good growth at all tempera­
tures from IS® to fhirty-five degrees seemed to be 
near the maximum temperattare, but growth was observable at 
both 4©® and 44°Q. 
Selatin Idquefaotion 
Bttplleate tubes of nutrient gelatin prepared in the 
manner recommended in the Manual of Methods (31) were inocu­
lated fro® young, actively growing mltiires of the isolates 
C2 to 3 days old ) by stabbing in the accepted raanner. The 
tubes then were incubated at 2G®G* 
light 1940 isolates (table 1} were included in these 
tests, fwo of these (los. 2 and 4) showed liquefaction in 
two days and had ccaipletely liquefied the gelatin in 36 days 
whereas two Isolates CSos. 3 and 8j failed to liquefy gelatin 
after the 35 days, fhe ri^aining four (Sos« S, 6, 7 and 10) 
showed liquefaction in three days and at 36 days showed 
stratiforw configuration, with from one-half to three-fourths 
46 
of th.& media liqu®fl«d. 
fwenty 1941 Isolates (itei'ble 2} were liiocTilated at the 
sua® time and mnder the same conditions as the former groups 
fheae were more erratie in reaction than the 1942 group. 
Six isolates (¥os* 10@, 107, 11"?, 118 and 121) showed lique­
faction the third day after inoculation, crater if ona in 
type and extending two to four lam. below the surface at the 
point of puncture. Growth was best at the top and was uni­
form along the line of iswncture. Bight isolates (Nos. 101, 
105, 108, 110, 111, im, lis and 114) showed no liquefaction 
until the seventh day, at that ti®e appearing about aa the 
above did in three days. 'Pheae isolates in 35 days showed 
one-lmlf to three-fourths of the gelatin liquefied in a 
stratiferm eonfiguratim. At ^5 days the six isolates men-
ti<med above had completely liquefied the gelatin. The re­
mainder of the isolates failed to liquefy gelatin in this 
length of time. 
Forty-nine 1942 isolates (table 3) were tested and of 
these, 47 showed distinct liquefaction on the third day, 
fhis liquefaetion was eraterifcBpa, extending three <a» four 
wi* into tiie medium at the point of puncture j growth was 
best at the top about the area of liquefaction; the growth 
extended uniformly down the line of puncture. One week after 
inoculatlGti S4 of these isolates all shcmed liquefaction of 
the infundlbuliform type with from one-sixth to one-third of 
the gelatin liquefied. These 38 Isolates retained the 
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lafwidibulifom config^rafclon \mtil 35 days after inoculation 
showing vmTf imifomly abomt three-four tfes liQu© fact ion at 
tlmt fcim©, when th.@y were discarded. The aberrant isolates 
did not li<na®fy the gelatin at all (los. 202G and 209B ). The 
tjp5.eal form of liquefaction is illustrated in Plate 5. 
This inftsndibmlifona type of liqtiefaction was a striking 
Gharaoterlati© of moat of the cultmres arising from isolations 
mad® in 1942, Th© amo\mt of liquefaetion, i.e. approxiiaately 
three-fourtha of the tube, was eonsidered more important 
than the eeaafiguration. Frora this standpoint, gelatin lique-
faeticm of about three-fourths of the tube in 35 days at 
20®C, »uat be considered characteristic of the isolates 
studied. 
Hitrate Reduction 
The test for nitrate reduction was run on almost all 
isolates because it served as a good diagnostic test. 
Platings from material taken late in the season often gave 
few colonies, and application of this test enabled ttoe dis­
carding of non-pathogenic types. Oolonies that were shown 
to be able to reduce nitrates in two days could be iaimediately 
discarded-
The method used to determine ability to reduce nitrate 
was that reeoKffiended in the Manual of Methods (32). Durham 
tube® containing 0.1 percent IHOg were inoculated with 
actively growing agar cultures, two days to one week old. 
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Plate 5 
Infundibuliform types of gelatin liquefaction characteristic 
of Pseud omonas coronafaciens after incubation at 20 C.^ for 
35 days. Lei't to right, three isolates of * 
Serratia marcescena , Aerobacter cloacae. Esche^chla 
freundlT. 
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Aft®r two, flv©, and. t®n days of inciibatlcai at 25 to 
, observations were aade for gpis production, and tests 
were aade for nitrites on swall aliquots poured Into spot 
plates. Tlie sulplianilic acid and ^ -naphthylamine reagents 
were used for the test# A red color upon addition of a few 
drops of these reagents indicated reduction of nitrate to 
nitrite, f© determine whether cultures giving negative 
nitrite tests were ncm-nltrate reducing or had reduced ni­
trates beyond the nitrite stage, a few grains of zinc dust 
were added to the spots giving negative results. The subse­
quent appearance of the nitrite reaction was interpreted to 
Mean that the cultures were ncm-nltrate-reducing. Failure of 
a culture to give a positive nitrite test upon addition of 
zinc dust was interpreted to aiean that nitrates were reduced 
beyond the nitrite stage. 
All isolates presented in tables 1, 2, and S failed to 
reduce nitrates, or in some cases tubes showed very alight 
pink coloration at the end of the ten-day period. Ho gas was 
produced by any of the isolates in this meditaai. On repetl-
ticai such emltures migfet or ®ight not show the same reaction, 
a B»3ciaium of 1 percent of the cultures showing such a re-
actia®, in saay one test, fhls development of a faint pink 
color may be the reason for the inconsistency recorded by 
Slliott (6) in repi^rd to this ©Imracter. 
From the current studies It seems positive that Ps. 
eor o n a f a d e e m  w j ^ t  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  n o n - n i t r a t e  r e d u c i n g ,  A  
-so 
t9Tj few emltwes 3»e<lmee4 the mltrete beyoaad nitrites, but 
these were subaequently shown to be non-pathogenie, and were 
dlaoarfied. Isolates fr^ Breams ineraua as well as those of 
tl^ stripe blight type likewise were unable to re<iuce nitrate. 
0rowth la the asdiuM f^ire a slightly eloudy appearance 
to the tubes, fhls eloudlng was imifor» throughout, 
!%dr©gen Sulfide Production 
She emltures presented in tables 1, 2, and 3 were grown 
in proteose peptone broth solutions held at room temperature, 
feat strlj^ of white filter paper 5 x 50 mat, were impregnated 
with lead acetate in t}^ laanner described In the Manual of 
Methods (32). 2h©se strips were inserted in the mouth of the 
tube in such a position that one-quarter to cme-half of the 
strip projected below the eottcm plug. The tubes were ob­
served after one, two, five, and ten days for blackening of 
the test strip, a positive reactloB. Ho blackening was ob­
served after the ten-day period of incubation, or such slight 
b3^ek©nlng that the reaction must be considered most ques-
t liable. 
A^aonia Production 
fhe cultures presented in tables 1, 2 and 3 were grown 
in proteose peptcaie broth for ten days at rocra temperature, 
lessler reagent was preimred in the following manners 
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1. Blsaolir® S5 ®»a, of potassium iodide in 100 cc, of 
wat®a?. 
2. Uisaolv® 17 gBtts, of m®reurio chloride in 300 cc. 
of iirater. 
Add solution 2 to solution 1 until a precipitate of rod 
mercuric iodid® ceases to diasolve. Dilute to one liter with 
a 20 percent solution of MaOH. Add mercuric chloride solu­
tion until a slight precipitate forms and solution becomes a 
li^t yellow, 
^o mice the test, a strip of filter paper was raoistened 
with lesaler*s reagent and inserted in the mouth of each tube 
and the plug replaced, fhe appearance of a yellow or orange 
color indicated production of ammia. 
AH isolates included in tables 1, 2, and 5 produced 
aiMjHonia . 
lea©tion in Iiitasas Milk 
The litffliis milk was prepared by adding sufficient litems 
to skimmed milk to give a color, then autoclaving at 12 
poimds pressure for 15 minutes. Actively growing cultures 
one week old or less were used for inomilatiem of duplicate 
tmbea of media. Observations were made after 1, 2, 8, 15, 
and 46 days inoculation. Th© laajority of isolates used 
(table ©) showed no reaction xmtil after the second day. In 
eight days reducticaa was evident in all but four sets of 
tubes (Hos. 110, 115, 114, and 7) with about the upper one-
eighth of the medium giving a basic reaction. This trend to 
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fable 5. Reaction Prodtieed in Mtmis 111k by Bacterial Isolates from 
Qsts aad lte'orai,; C3ri^s « 
Siglttge MiQm . . . 2A hrs-. M tea« _ B_ dws. 15 days . k5 days 
200A 1 l/B % 1/4 1 01 B 
E 1/4 B 
B P 
201G I I K B P 
202B 1 1/8 B 1/8 B 1/4 S CI A A 
2034 1 R R B B P 
ao3B M W R R B P 
2Q4B i A 1/4 E G1 B B P 
205A 1 1 1 B 1/2 B P 
M M E CI B 1/2 B P 
ai5» H M E CI B 1/2 
B 
B P 
216A t I E B 1/8 B P 
2MB 1 1 B B 1/8 B B P 
227A 1 H K B 1/8 R CI A P 
217G M K 1 1 1/8 B B P 
2184 1 S B B 1/8 B 1/2 » 1/2 B P 
2191 S R 1 B 1/8 H B P 
221A s K m B 1/8 B B P 
22M I I R B 1/a B B P 
223® N 1 n B 1/2 B B P 
225A 1 » H B 1/8 B B P 
225B H I R G1 B B P 
22$A 1 » t B 1/8 B B P 
22$B S I K B 1/2 B B P 
10$ M M B G1 CI R P 
107 S » E S B B P 
130 I !r S B R P 
112 i M E R A P 
113 1 K H 1 R P 
114 I 1 1 R C S 
118 M If E B B 1/2 R B P 
122 S 1 E B B P 
5 I H E R B P 
6 I K R B B P 
7 M I 1 % C R C 
20 S S B B B P 
Iff m n c K CI C R P 
R C G1 R P .marscmm@ms A A R C 
Amr&haMer elmem I 1 n A C A C 
A@T&hm0t®r -a^ro^&imm A A R c A C A C 
A A A K A C A C 
Baeillms siafetills I m I E n c ci CI C N € 
®B * slkallne rmmtlxm 1 » reducstioB of iadieator P » peptonlzatioa 
» « mimtrml mmtlon ©1* eleariag A » acict reaction 
S " @t3B*d 
^raetioB indieat®® the araomt of »aditai ©sSilbiting tli® reaction indicated 
Isf til© pr«©®di33g letter . 
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basic reaction was completed in 4S days, at which time the 
»edi«m was an intense blue color in nearly all tubes, The 
isedium was gelatinous in consistency and it was evident that 
peptonization Imd occurred* 
^3k^lc* Eeactims 
Recently bacteriologista interested in the coliform 
bacteria have prop0aed th.e mjeratonic ®ImTic® to designate the 
fotxr teats aost eo®»only used for characterizing members of 
that ^©up» Tim four tests referral to by this title are 
(1) indol production, (M) methyl red reaction, (V) ¥oges-
Prosfeauer reiiction, and {Q) lloser's citrate utilization test. 
Of these tests only Indol production has been tosed to any 
extent in studies of the bacterial plant |»thogens. It 
seeiaed of interest to utilize these tests for the purpose of 
adding informatiOQ concerning the isolates in this study. 
The test for indol production was ^ de according to the 
recoMmendations outlined in the Manual of Methods (52}. All 
tsolates presented in tables 1, g, and 5 were grown in dupli­
cate t\3toes of a 1 percent solution of sugarfree Bacto 
krypton®. %e cultures were tested by the Gore cotton plug 
technique with the Biarllch-Bohme reagents after two and 
five days incubation. 
Ion® of th® Isolates was able to produce indol f^oia 
tryptophane. A culture of Ischerichia freundli gave a strong 
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posltiire reactiffla In the same test. 'Phere seems to be little 
dombt ttiat fs, coronafaeiena is miable to produce indol. 
5h,e methyl red teat has been used as a simple means of 
distingmishing colifom bacteria of fecal origin, from those 
ppedomimteing in soil and mi gpain. ^he test measures the 
a b i l i t y  o f  a  c u l t u r e  t o  p r o d u c e  s u f f I c i e n t f r o m  a  
definite amount of fermentable carbohydrate to change the 
color of methyl red indicator* Inasmuch as Fs. coronafaclens 
produces aaaaonia from peptone base media, the test may not 
be considered directly applicable. Glark and Lubs medium 
(5 g. Bifco proteose peptone, & g. G. P. glucose, 5 g. 
In distilled water i was used for the test. The pro­
cedure outlined in the Manual of Methods (32) was employed. 
411 cultures included in tables 1, 2, and B were tested in 
this mediUBi, and all showed negative reactions. 
fhe Vog@s-Prosfe»uer test was conducted in the manner 
outlined In the Manual of Methods (32). All cultures pre­
sented in tables 1, 2, and 3 were tested and all were unable 
to produce acetyl-methyl-carbinol from the glucose. The re­
actions of organlsras of the coliform group included as 
checto in these testa agreed with those reactions recorded 
in the literature. 
The citrate utiliEation test has been used as a raeans of 
distinguishing between fecal and non-fecal colifoiw types of 
bacteria, fhe citrate test was conducted on all cultures in 
table 3 and cultures 4, 5, 6, and 7 In table 1. Duplicate 
tubes aade froaa Difco dehydrated Kosei? Gitrate Medium were 
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laoeulated from b@df pepton® ©xtract agar slants tliree to 
seven daya old# Eeeords were asade after 24 honrs and after 
ten days, futoes in whieli growth was questionable ten days 
after inoculation were used as a source of incxsulum for 
fresh tubes of the citrate medium. Records were made on 
this series of tubes after 48 hours. Clouding of the medium 
either after th® first inoculation or after the transfer to 
fresh medium was interpreted as a positive reaction. Only 
two of the cultures 20§A and 7 failed to show growth in tlw 
citrate mediiim. Cultures obtained from Bromus inermas (200A, 
201S, 20gB) showed more abundant growth in the citrate 
Medium than did cultures obtained trom oats. These cultures, 
with th© exception of the two mentioned above, grew slowly 
in the citrate medium, ^om the data presented above, growth 
in citrate m^ium was considered characteristic of Ps. 
corona fa c iens, 
Oarbohydrate Utilization 
Use of qualitative fermentati^a tube reactions has 
played a considerable j^rt in taxonomic studies of bacterial 
plant pathogens, fhe use of different techniques of pro- , 
cedure and of interpretation utakes difficult the evaliiatlon 
of results from different sources. Bacteria that produce 
alisali in peptone base media have been tested by some workers 
on various synldaetio media. In spite of advantages gained 
by use of such media, however, the disadvantage of obtaining 
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Fesmlts n<m-c€«|}arable with the bulk of th© past work was 
paramouEit. f'h® pfurpos© of this study was not taxoaomle, 
h@B©« th« oM©r pepton© base ®©dium 1ms been used. 
j&i the present study the eartoohydrate utilization reac­
tions were detensined by growing the organisms in Durham 
tubes containing 0.5 percent peptone, 0,1 percent i^HPO^ 
and 0.1 or O^S percent of the carbohydrate. Brom ereaol" 
purpl© was added as acid indicator at the rat© of 1 ml. of a 
l.i percent alcoholic solution per liter of Biedium. The 
medium waa sterilized by autoclavlng at 13 pounds pressure 
for 12 Minutes. All tests were conducted in duplicate, 
lecords were made of th© tests 1, 2, 7, and 14 days after 
inoculation. 
Tim following arbitrary scale of evaluation was found 
to be valuable in recording th© reactions.^ 
0 z no visible acid or gas 
t = acid fornatitm doubtful, no visible gas 
1 « acid, no visible gas 
2 a acid, sli^t gas production {less than 10% 
in Durham t^atoes i 
3 • acid, abundant gas production (»ore than 10^ 
in Purhaaa tubes 1 
Sine earbohydrates were used for these tests. Dupli­
cate Durha® tubes were Inoculated from young (2 to 7 days 
old) cultwes. fhlrty-seven cultures were chosen represent­
ing isolations from a number of varieties of Avena sativa 
%his scale has been described by 1. I». la Idee in an Txn-
published thesis entitled ^Gomparative Study of Peritrichous 
P3jint Pathc^ens,® Ames, Iowa, 1942. 
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bTzantlna frc® "both halo blight and strip© blight 
lesions, and fVora Br.o«is inermaa. 1?he reaults were recorded 
in table 6. Qlncose, l-^.arabinoae, d-galactoae, and aucrose 
were utillaied with the production of acid by all or part of 
the isolates. Rhamose was utilized with the production of 
acid by only four isolates, and these are of questionable 
pathogenieity (los. 110, 112, IIS, 114j. Maltose was utilized 
with pr€^iaetion of acid by only one isolate {Ho# 114). No 
add was produced from lactose and in only one case (Ho. 11) 
from raffin^se and cellobiose. ^hia culture very obviously 
was atypical. 
fhe reaction in sucrose was not well in agreement with 
the reaulta reported by Elliott (6) and Petersen (21). Only 
11 of the S8 isolates produced acid from sucrose. Elliott 
reported the ferasntation of sucrose by this organism but 
failed to state the nuMber of isolates employed. In a later 
paper (7) she listed one Isolate (No. 74) that had the ability 
to produce a ouch higher acidity in sucrose than the rea»inder 
of her cultures. Petersen (21) likewise reported the produc­
tion of acid in sucrose. It should be noted here that iso­
late So. 20SA., most frequmtly used in infection studies, 
produces acid in sucrose, fests with other cultures not pro­
ducing acid in sucrose, however, have shown them to be 
pathogenic. 
Several cultures changed the reactions of the raedlia® to 
acid, but later in the course of the test the reaction 
fable feiwntatioii Eeaetioas ©f Baei®r3ml Isolates froa M&m astiva  ^kmm byzaatinai, and jyosaia 
InigMts. as P@t@r®iB®d fro® jDarh&a Tube- Cultures "0sisg farioui Ferseatabl© Substrates. 
}Slu<*|D- J ial^ ilae-iCtlle-jSu* jl«tf-|itareh 
Seiar^ e S©» $mse |i0rabi-|C03€>jg.tlae- | tostitosejbiosd |cr©s®|fi- j 
• . ,... i...,. 1,,1^ ,^,,, .1. ,1 ,1,,. , i.. ,,„IPgsf| 
f^ . eoronafaeiens 
0011 
' 
. sativa 20M om^  0011 0011 0000 OOGO 0000 0001 0000 0000 
« tt 203B 00<» oou 0011 0011 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 
9 » 204& 000? CfflOO 0000 0000 mm oc^ o 0000 0000 
* mi mm 0000 0001 0000 0CXK5 0000 0000 0000 00CH3 0000 
« tt W^ A 0000 0011 mQi 1100 0000 0000 Qom mot} 0000 0000 
It M CIogoM) 2M& mm 0011 moo &111 0000 mm mm mm otm 0000 
» » « mm 0000 0011 mm 0100 0000 mm 0000 0000 0000 0000 
M It 2m 0000 0611 0000 0100 0000 mm 0000 0000 0000 0000 
«• « tr Slit 0000 0011 0000 1100 0000 mm 0000 0000 0000 
n « (iiatoa) 2231 0000 0011 0000 0110 0000 0000 mm 0000 ooc» 0000 
K « ( » B^ a-typifial) 22aA 0000 mn om 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 
« R Ci5$9 3E »oi^ , 0.1, ms) 225A IK500 0011 mn 0111 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
« » « « « 225B 0CX)O 0000 0001 om 0000 0003 0000 0000 0000 
« H {Sirion) 105 0000 oon OOOl 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
# » » 110 0011 ooti 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 
» 8 « 122 0000 0001 0011 0011 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 
tt « fliaiidkafer x Kiehlaxtd} 107 0000 0011 0011 0111 0000 0CK)0 0000 0001 0000 0000 
» tl (3544 X F, (3522 x 
EiehlaadJ m 0011 00?1 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 oom 
tt # {mm) 113 0011 W1 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0(K)0 
Determination of ferBssntation ijidoxssi 
0 * no visible acid or gas first digit « reaction at 24 hours 
7 « acid doubtful, no visible gas SecoM digit « rtaction at i$ hours 
1 « aeid, no visible gas Thii^ digit * rtaction at on© week 
2 « acid, alight gas production (loss than 10 percai^) Fourth d%it » reaction at two weeks 
3 « acid, abundant gas production (sore than 10 pereent) 
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r®ti3ira®<l to the alkaline side. Ths ability of these organ­
isms to ppod^e alkali fro® peptone was considered to he the 
oause of this ©bang© in reaetion. 
Starch Hydrolysis 
fhe ppoeedure OTxtlined in the Manaal of Methods {32j 
was folloiied for the starch hydrolysis test, Two-tentha per­
cent solmtol© starch in hroth was the medium used. I'ests were 
aad© 2, 4, and 10 days after inoculation, A dilute 
iodine solution was used for the test of hydrolysis, and 
hroM creaol purple was used as the acid indicator* Small 
aliQuots were poured into spot plates and the iodine and in­
dicator added, ^he data secured hy use of torom cresol purple 
were recorded in table 6* lone cf the isolates produced 
sufficient hydrolysis to give an acid reaction. 
Ifhe results ©f the iodine test are presented in table 7, 
Sight cultures gave weak positive reacti<»is. 
^he ability to hydrolyE© starch has been variously re­
ported. Ixi the original description of Pa. corona fa ciens 
(6) starch i^drolysis was recorded as negative. However, 
in a later work {7 ) both Fs. striafaclens and Ps. corona-
faclena were regarded as having this ability, The fact that 
those cultures of weak pathogenicity were able to hydrolyate 
starch was in agreeiaent with Elliott (6, Isolate Ho, 36). 
More recently Petersen (21) has recorded negative starch 
hydrolysis for this organism. 
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Table 7. Starch Hydrolysis of Scaa® Bacterial Isolates trom 
Q®.tB and lr<^® 0rass. 
'Cmltmre 
»o. 
Eeaetion to Iodine Test at Four Periods of 
Incubation 
7 bays' "' 2 ENa y s 4 Bay s id I^ ys" 
2Q0A 
SOIC 
202B 
mm.. 
mm 
mm 
206k 
SlbB 
ai6A 
2im 
2VrA 
2170 
2 ISA 
2im 
BBM 
22m 
22J5B 
225A 
228A 
288B 
lOS 
107 
110 
. 112...... 
lis 
114 
lis 
1X2 
B 
6 
7 
10 
11 
12 
aerogeaies 
^ n^reascexis 
4-
•I" 
4-
4-
® • equals so laydrolyais as indicated by a blue color. 
4- equals partial hydrolysis as indicated by a 
rediah-brown color. 
equals co®plete hydrolysis as Indicated by a 
clear solution. 
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©baraoterizatlon of Isolates 
€Jia tti© basis of th© sttidies presented above there seemed 
to be so«e evldsne© of th® occ^irrene© of culttiral strains 
aaong the cmlttires of P®* eoronafaciens used in this study. 
variety and the type of lesi(m on th© variety seen^d to 
affeet the carbohydrate utilization reactions of 4 cultures 
out of S7 studied, ^he differences mentioned concerning the 
growth of culttjres on beef peptone agar and aa potato-
deattrose agar apparently were of doubtful si^aificance. 
fhis property of growth rate seemed to fluctuate during the 
course of the study and perhaps was interpreted best as a 
change due to long growth in culture. "SiShen cultures growing 
slowly were tested for ability to liquefy gelatin, they 
showed the stratiform type of gelatin lii^uefaction,, while 
those growing aaore rapidly showed the in fund ibu 11 form con­
figuration illustrated in Plate 5. Ho consistent differences 
in nitrate reduction, hydrogen sulfide production, amaionia 
production, reactions in litmus milk, indol production, 
methyl red production, acetyl-»ethy1-carbind production 
fT<m glucose or citrate utilization were observed among the 
isolates used in this study. 
In carbohydrate utilization studies, some differences 
were evident among isolates in their abilities to utilize 
rhamose, d-^lactose and sucrose. 
Th.® organism prevalent m oats in-Iowa in the years 
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1940, 1941, and 1942 may be desci'ibed as follows. The growth 
of Isolates Ps* coronaffteiens on beef peptone agar was 
Moderate, the color by transmitted light was that of skimmed 
milk, and th® w&ss butyrous. On potato-dextrose agar growth 
abimdant, raised, glistening, then beeo«ing slightly rugose, 
grey-white in color, and of slightly gelatinous eeaisistency. 
In nutrient broth growth was alight, with subsequent fonaa-
tlcsa of a scanty finely granular sediments A slight ring was 
filcldent, but no persistent pellicle was forsied# Tubes of 
nutrient gelatin were three-fourths liquified in 35 days, 
lltrates were not reduised, and gas was not produced from the 
nitrate mediua. Hydrogen sulfide was not produced, but 
ammonia was produced from proteose peptone broth solutions, 
fubes of litmus milk were strongly basic, and peptcmizatlon 
had occurred after 45 days incubation. After 14 days incuba­
tion, acid was produced by all cultures tested in peptone 
base media from 1-arabinose and glucose (table 8). Sucrose 
was used by 11 out of 37 cultures tested. Ehamose was used 
by two cultiares frcaa lesions on the variety Boone, one cul­
ture from a lesion on the variety Tama and one culture frcaa 
a lesion on 3544 x (3522 ac lichlandi, whereas d-galactose 
was not used by tbese cultures but was used by the rest of 
the cultures. Acid was not produced in maltose, lactose, 
oellotoiose or raffinose by amy of the culttires. Acid was 
not produced from starch but partial hydrolysis of starch 
by 9 out of 37 cultures studied by use of the iodine test 
was observed. 
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CmltTaFSS of Ps> atrlafaelens reacted similarly to cul­
tures of Psy eoronaf&eiena ©xeept tlsat no isolates of the 
stripe blight organism produced aoid in rhamoae whereas all 
produced acid in d-galaetos©. 
Cultures ©f Ps, © oronafae i ens var. atr opurpureum re­
acted similar to cultures of Ps. coronafaclens except for 
their more abundant growth on all media tested, production 
of a faint green flourescence in beef peptone broth, and the 
produetlon of acid fr^ d-galactose and not from rhamose by 
all isolates studied. 
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IKFlCSeiOl SfXJDIlS 
laolatea l®si<aaa m. oata wer© toatod for patlio-
genlelty by (mm or more of tlie following three waya deacribed 
belcm* Biffiemlties enootantered daring the early part of 
the study la obtaining infection cm leaves by meana of 
atomizing led to nmm of hypodenaie culm inoemlat'iona in 
testing th© ^thogenieity of iaolatea. I'hia hypoderaiie 
iaocmlation of emlMS had the diaadvanfeaige of wo-anding the 
tissues. Stmdiea with infeated seed were first maed to 
clarify obaervatlona cm seedling symptoms but aubsequently 
proved of valae in other respects, as will be discussed in 
a later chapter of this st^y, 
Ije&f Infection 
"fhe atomising method eonsists essentially of atomizing 
water siaspaisiona of bacteria cai tininjmred leaves of seedling 
oat plants, fh© variety lay (O.I. 1622) was used for this 
purpose because of its extreme susceptibility in field teata. 
Flants of this variety were grown in 3-inch greenhouse pots 
until @ to 8 inohes t»ill (two leaves developed). The leaves 
were drawn between the moistened thumb and forefinger to 
remove the waxy coating; then the plants were placed in a 
large moist clmmber, wet thoroughly with an atcsmieer and 
held at about 100 percent lamldity for 24 hours. The plants 
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w®!*® afeomized with a suapsnslcm of a 1 to 3-day-old 
emltmr® of the Isolat© to ba tested and replaced in the 
©hamher mntil the appearance of infection. Difficulty was 
enco^tered with fcls laethod of pr<xlucing infection, par­
ticularly when gremhouse temperatures were high. Only two 
attempts wer© auccesofal In 1940j these were with cultures 
S and & <see tahle 1 J» Symptoma in these eases appeared in 
three to five days, 
Bi the winter of 1941 four successful inoculations were 
Made. Plants of tl^ variety Say were "ruibbed down,® mois­
tened with an atOBiizer and placed under glass bell jars 
supported on a slatted woc^en frame on the sand of a green­
house bench, fhe water spray was adjusted in such manner 
tlmt the bell jars were continuously cooled by the water. 
temperature in the bell Jars ranged from 9® to 18®C., 
deptoding tfee tlMe of day, After 24 hours, the plants 
under the jars were sprayed with a water suspension of the 
isolate to be tested (f^€» 1 to 3 days old beef extract 
agar slant oultxare ). SyMptoms were evident after five to 
six days, and in four to six days the seedlings were col­
lapsed and dying. Se-lsolation from this lamterial yielded 
isolates of the organis*. In this mnner two cultures of 
Ho. § <one a re-isolate from a previous reinfection), Kos. 
10 and 5 were shown to be actively pathogenic. 
In 1942 similar studies imde with cultures 20m, BOm, 
MOM, 204B, SgOM, 20®B, 2050, 20m, and 206Q all gave 
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results slailar to ti^ss# recorded above. In addition infec­
tion wae obtained with isolate 203A on plants held in a 
large moist chamber upcMa which the water spray was directed, 
holding the temperature always below 21®0. and the relative 
humidity at approxiiaately 1©0 percent. 
In another experiment plants were growa at about 20®G, 
after they imd been geruin&ted at a temperature of lO^C. 
I'hese plants were placed in a iioiat chamber when in the two-
leaf stage and were wetted thorou^ly. ^he temperature of 
the chamber then was reduced to about 12®C. by means of a 
spray of cool water on the moisture chamber, to. this manner 
an artificial watersoaking of areas of the leaves was pro­
duced. A water suspension of culture 203A was sprayed on 
the leaves while the watersoaked areas were still evident, 
fhese plants were left in the chamber, and symptoms appeared 
in fro® tlwee to five ^ ys on all plants. Cheek plants 
having leaves watersoaked in a similar manner but not in­
fested with the organisa recovered and showed no symptoms. 
0ulm Inoculation 
A »ethod of hypodermic inoculation was used that agreed 
in every case with positive results gsained by use of the 
spraying techniques, 01ass hypodermic syringes of one and 
one-half cc. capacity, sterilized in live steam, were used. 
Plants varying in age fro® the stage when two leaves are 
well-developed to those approaching the boot stage of 
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development were used, bmt planta about midway between these 
two stages were found to be most satisfactory. Suspensions 
of the bacteria washed from <m@ to three-day-old beef ex­
tract agar cultures were drawn into the syringe, then the 
needle of the syringe was inserted at an angle of about 45®, 
with the opening of the needle upward, into the hollow 
center of the culm about half way between the ground line 
and the tip of tl^ rniroiled lea-^es. If the needle was 
properly inserted, the suspension could then be forced out 
the top of the leaf roll, This same technique has been used 
In establishing sources of inoculum of fuccinia coronata var. 
avena# In the saall grain nuraery at this statical. 
Plants inoculated with the hypodermic syringe were 
placed directly on the gr@®ahouse bench. It was found neces­
sary, hcwe'rer, to keep them well watered and the atmosphere 
relati'rely moist. In five to seven days diseased areas be­
came noticeable and in many oases the entire top of the plant 
collapsed and died. Cheek inoculations with sterile water 
caused no collapse of tissue, producing only small rings of 
necrotic tissue about the needle prick. Likewise non-
j®thogeaic cultures failed to cause collapse of tissue, 
although in some cases sinaH chlorotic areas were associated 
with isolates determined as non-pathogenic, fhls sittaation 
was imrtlcularly true If the h»aldity was unusually high 
during the period following inoculation. 
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ha addition to study with oat isolates, the hypoderrolo 
metliod of Inociilfitioii was stiecessfally used with bacterial 
isolates from wheat, rye, barley and brome on their reapecti-ve 
hosts. 
HypoderiBio inocmlation of plants in the field yielded 
results similar to those seeured in the greenhouse. On 
May 194t, plants of "ttie variety Mutiea Ilkraina (C.I. 
S2S§) and of seleetlms of a x Bond cross were injected 
with a water suspension of culture 205A. When the plants 
were examined for symptoms ten days later, all the Mutiea 
plants were badly diseased. The leaf roll of each of these 
plants abo^e tiie point of inoculation was dead or dying 
CFlate 6), and the affected leaves were yellowed, badly 
shrunken, witti their tips brown and becoming dry. The heads 
did not e®»rge on any of the inoculated plants, The D69 x 
Bond plants similarly inoculated had heads as fully exerted 
as non-inoculated plants. The areas immediately surroianding 
the needle prick on these plants were yellowed, and in a few 
eases mmall lesions were apparent on the leaves. The origin 
of these leaf lesions was not determined. 
3ii another experiment late planted oats of an unidenti­
fied variety were hypoderaically inoculated on May 25, 1942, 
when they were six to eight inches high. Inoculated plants 
either were dead tw© weeks later or were markedly stunted 
and showed yellowed leaves. 
Plate 6 
Plants of the variety Mutica Ukralna liypodermically 
Inoculated with P3, ooronafaclena (culture No. 205A 
Plant at left is not inoculated. 
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S©iKi lafecfcion 
Lesions caused lay Pa., coromfaciens and Pa. striaf&clena 
were obserred in this study on the ppiraspy leaf of oat plants 
in the field, Sli© lesioiss caused by these two pathogens on 
prinarj leaves were mentioned in earlier papers (6, 7). How­
ever, sinoe no actual study of the role of seedling sy!npt<ajis 
in the ejxpression of this disease was recorded in the 
literature, studies were conducted to illijiainate this disease 
reJationship. 
The variety Marion was chosen for an introductory ex­
periment on the basis of field observations on varietal sus­
ceptibility, and because of its commercial importance. 
Sixteen samples of 20 seeds each were hulled {i.e. the leimna 
and palea removed); 16 samples were not hulled. All samples 
were iaufflsraed in a 15 percent solution of chlorox for ten 
minutes and washed thoroughly in water. Ei^t samples of 
hulled and 8 sauples of seed not teilled were immersed in a 
water suspension of bacterial cells (from a mixture of 48-
hour cultures of 203A, 2©SB, 20&A and 2G5B on beef extract 
agar] for three hours, then drained on blotting imper. 
Similarly eight samples of hulled and eight samples of seed 
not hulled were held in water for the three-hour period, 
then drained on blotting ^per. l^ch sample was then planted 
in steamed soil {5-1/2 hours at 12 lbs. pressure) in a four-
inch greenhouse pot. 
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fli® pots were arranged in ® randomized block design 
with split plot feature in method of watering. Of each pair 
of pots similarly infested one was watered by spraying the 
smrfae® of the soil, th® other by placing water in the 
saucer In which th© pot stood. The entire set of experi­
mental pots was placed in a large moist chamber to insure 
^miform conditions. "The temperatiire at night ranged from 9 
to 12*^C., the dayti»e teaperatiare fraai 1& to 27®C. Ifeergence 
data were recorded seven days after planting. They are pre­
sented in table 9. 
fable 9. lumber of Seedlings aaerged frcmi Samples of 20 
Seeds of the Oat Variety Marion Hulled or not 
Silled, Infested or Not Infested with Fa. corona-
faciens and Hatered by Sprinkling or Sub-irrigaticaa. 
: Watered by Sprinkling : Watered by Sub-irrigation 
i Hulled sBot hulled s billed ; Hot hulled 
Rep. » 
:in- 1 
*fested| 
• • 
Hot 
in­
fested 
iin- i?"* ; 
i sfested: 
in­
fested 
:Sot 
:fested: 
jMot 
; in-
:fested 
1 4 18 18 IS 4 17 17 19 
2 7 18 15 19 S 18 20 18 
S 7 17 14 19 S 17 17 20 
4 7 20 18 20 3 18 17 
Average 6.25 18.25 16.25 19.00 S.25 17.5 17.75 19.00 
Analysis of variance of the data of the series not in­
fested with Pa# coronafaclens revealed the lack of significance 
among the hulling or watering treatments (F*2.98i^ or among 
equals 3.86 required at 6 percent level. 
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i»®plleatlona (P=1.98).^ Because of the lack of significant 
differ-enees among the ncaa-infested series, these data may be 
disregarded and the infested series exaaiined directly. The 
analysis of the data frcsa the infested series (table 10) 
showed the major, in fact almost total, effect of hulling 
upon the rediiotion in ©B»srg©nce. 
fable 10. Analysis of Variance of the Data fro® the In 
fested Series Presented in fable 4. 
Source of Mean 
Variation Df. Square 
l?otal IS 
Bepllcations S 1.00 
•Preatments 5 207.60^^ 
Hulled Ts. 
600.00^*^ non-hulled • 1) 
Sprinkling vs. 
1) sub-irrigation 2,00 
(lulled vs. 
non-hulled) vs. 
(sprinkling vs. 
aiib-irrigation ) 1) SI. 00 
Error 9 2.67 
^^'^Highly aignifleant. 
Contrary to the impression gained by observation of the 
data from hulled and infested pots, method of watering was 
not significant, fhe differences vmj have been lost sowiewhat 
by the method employed, as airerages of imlled and not-hulled 
equals 5.86 required at 5 percent leirel. 
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were ms@d for th® coraparisou. However, examination of dif­
ferences among infested and not-infested hulled data (table 9) 
toy the chi-sqmare method failed to reveal significant 
difference®. 
In addititai to the striking differences in emergence, 
there were equally striking differences in the severity of 
disease cwi the Individual seedlings. 1?hese differences were 
recorded according t© the following scales 
1. Equals less than one-fourth of the area of the 
primary leaf covered with lesions. 
2, Equals lesions cohering one-fourth to one-half of 
the primary leaf. 
S, ilquals lesions covering more than one-ha If to 
three-fourths of the primary leaf, 
4, Iquals lesions covering more than three-fourths 
of the prinaary leaf. Seedling did not survive. 
5. Bquals seedlings not ©merging. In t!^ atajority of 
speclaens examined the seed had germinated. 
fhe seedlings in each pot were recorded according to 
the above scale. Froa this data a ^Disease Severity Value* 
was coffiputed hy the following formula: 
i O  C F )  +  1  ( B j  +  2  { % )  -I.  5  ( D g )  +  4  ( © 4 )  +  5  }  1 0 ]  
F s number of plants free from disease; ^4» % 
= the number of plants in disease scale classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 respectively. 
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fhls diaeas© severity value incltided both severity of 
disease on emerged seedlings and pre-einergeiit killing, Be-
eause of the laok of slgnifleant differenees among the non-
infested series and their approaeh to e<a^lete emergence, 
1^0 was used as the dentminator of the fraction. The range of 
tfcis disease severity valme was from 0 to 50, The data from 
the experiment mader dlae*ission are presented in table 11, 
Table 11, ©Isease Severity ^ altie of Samples of 20 Seeds of 
the Oat Variety Marion, Hailed or Hot Sailed, In­
fested or Hot Infested with Pa. coronafaeiena. 
and Watered by Sprinkling or iSub-irrigatlm. 
Imrface Water t Sub-mirface Water 
billed s Sot hmlled : ifcilled j Hot hulled 
» 
• 
* 
In­
fested 
sKot 
:im-
jfested 
•In- • 
•fested % 
;Mot 
s in-
ifested 
Jln-
^feated 
a 
:Hot 
:ln-
ifested 
:in-
* fee ted 
• 
:»ot 
:fested 
1 45.0 2.0 10,5 4.5 47.5 7,0 16,4 6.0 
2 45.0 4.5 23.0 5.0 48.5 a.o 17,0 1.0 
3 44.0 g.5 2©.0 5.5 47.0 5,0 15.0 5,5 
4 46.5 4,0 12.5 5,0 43.5 9.5 20,0 2.5 
Ave, 4S.lt 5.25 16.5 5.00 46.62 7.S7 17.12 5.75 
An analysis of variance of the data fr<m the series not-
infested failed to reveal significant differences among 
treatments CF=S,85)^ although the F value closely approaches 
sl^iflcanc®. It seemed advisable, however, to proceed by 
dlseardlng the data from the series not-infested on the 
basis ttmt there was some doubt in the significance of the 
% equals S,86 required at & percent level 
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diff@r®nce in view of tli© values for tlie stm of square in­
volved in the oomparisOTt. 
Jkn analysis of varienee of the data from the infested 
series is presented in table 12. The '*F** value for replica­
tions of the data from infested series was not significant, 
that for treatments was highly significant (F=92.45)?^ 
Breakdown of the treatment mean square revealed the importance 
of toalling and of variance due to type of watering. 
fable 12. Analysis of Variance of the I>ata from the In­
fested Series froa ^ able 6. 
' •'Somro®- of 
Variation Pf. 
Mean 
Square 
fotal 
leplieatlons 
•freataents • 
Balled vs. 
mom-hulled 
Sp?»iakliiig vs. 
sub-irrigation 
(Hulled vs. 
non-lmlled) vs. 
(sprinkling vs. 
sub-Irrigation 
15 
3 
S 
1 
1 
1 
llg7.9S^ 
3378.52^ 
4.52 
.76 
Srror 9 12-20 
*^Highly significant. 
Another experiment was conducted in a manner almilar to 
the first, with the substitution for the hulled treatment of 
a .treatment in which samples of seed not hulled were placed 
equals 3.86 required at 5 percent level. 
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ixi a s^aspension of bacterial cella (mlxttire of 48-hour cul­
tures of 2QSA Riad 8050) mxid held uMer a partial vacuum of 
22 to 2& ioches for SQ minutes. Seed of variety Marion was 
used, fhe temperature averaged 23^0*, ranging from a low of 
22^Q, to a high of g@®0. 
fhe emergence data for the experiment in which the 
trea^ent of seed on bacterial suspension under partial 
vacuum had been substituted for the hulling treatment are 
presented in table IS, 
Table 13. Kuiaber of Seedling Plants liaerging frcni Samples 
of SO Seeds of the Oat Variety Marion, Infested 
or Sot Infested, and imder Partial Vacuum or 
Mot under Fartial Vacuum. 
Infested I Hot Infested 
lep# 
tJnder 
partial 
vacuum 
5 
3 
S 
lot under 
partial 
vacuum 
: 
• 
• 
: 
Under 
partial 
vacuum 
t 
t 
I 
Hot under 
partial 
vacuum 
1 10 18 18 20 
S 
S 
4 
@ 
11 
11 
1© 
20 
18 
18 
19 
20 
18 
20 
20 
Ave. 9.S 18. & 18.8 19,5 
fhe data demonstrated two points: Cl) that the placing 
of bacteria of gs. coronafaclans mder the hulls of oat seed 
by the partial vaeutan treatm«at caused reduction in emergence 
in the amount of approxiaffl-tely SO percent and {2} the partial 
vacuum treatment without the presence of bacteria did not 
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mstterlftlly redlme® the gemination of the se«d» 
file data obtained fro® the experisient under discussion 
are presented in form of the disease severity value in table 14. 
Wable 14. Bisease Severity Value of Samples of 20 Seeds of 
the Oat Variety Marion, Infested or Sot Infested 
with Pa. coronafaeiens. under ^rtlal Vaeuum or 
Mot under• "l^artiai Vaeuu®, 
Infested : Sot Infested 
Ifnder • Sot under : tJnder i Sot under 
partial •S l«rtial 3 partial : partial 
vacuum t vacuum t vacuisai : vacuum 
1 S.O 5.0 0.0 
2 • s&.o S.O 5.0 5.0 
S 24.© 4.0 2.5 0.0 
4 24.# 12,0 0.0 2.5 
Ave. 37. t 6.5 5.1 1.7 
These disease severity values emphasized the importance of 
the placing of bacteria under the hulls of oat seed in 
causing infection. Slight SMOunts of disease were secured 
by placing bacteria m the ImIIs withotri; the partial vacuu®. 
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l¥4imfI01 OF ¥ABIia'AL ESSFOWSB IH AVEKA 
Strlkiag dtffereaees in tfei© reaefclon of oat varieties 
to Psendmoaaa coronftfaoiens were observed in the field in 
1940, 1941 and 19^. Among the varieties most severely 
diseased were some that have been developed recently which 
are resistant to Paceinia gyaainia var. avenae, Puoelnla 
corona t& var* a venae. Wstlla^o- avenae and ^stllago lev is. 
the observation of varietal response to Pa, coronafac1ens in 
the field, and the knowledge that soiae recently developed 
varieties were severly diseased led to the Investigation of 
field reaction of varieties and selection of oats and a 
study of the evaluation of varietal response under field and 
greenhouse conditions. 
Field Studies of Ijeaf Reaction of Oats 
"to yseudcMonas c or onafa c lens 
Method of recording i^ounts of disease. 
A number of ®ethods of recording the reacticaa of oats 
* Qoronafadens were tried. Attempts to count the ni2BB-
ber of lesions per leaf on leaves selected from Individual 
plants met with little success because of the variability 
within the row and between the rows of the same variety. 
It seeaed evident timt micro-environaiental Influences played 
such a major part in determining infecticwi and disease 
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d©v©l©psni©nt that sckh© syst®a of ©stlaiatlng th© reaction to 
P8« ooronafaeiens of the plants in the entire plot must be 
used. 
M systeii of deterainiiig the percentage of diseased 
plants in each plot and the severity of disease on these 
plants was first employed* I'h© records were not consistent, 
however, Cas Judged by ccMBparison from replicate to repli­
cate ) and this system was discarded in favor of the following 
method. 
fh© row or rows of each plot wer© ©xsmlned and a single 
figure, an estimate of the percentage of total necrotic leaf 
area, was recorded as a measure of the amount of disease in 
the plot. I'he total amount of healthy leaf area served as a 
guide in making the estiwates of the amount of leaf necrosis. 
While the method was highly subjeetive, in view of the 
variability within rowia and inasffluch as all records were made 
by the sa»e etoserver it was considered to be the most valid 
of the three asethods attempted. 
Cleographical distribution and varietal reaction. 
fwo series of tests were cmducted to doteriHlne the 
prevalence of Fseudoaionas c oronafac 1 ens In Iowa and to 
laeasure the effect of location within the state on the reac­
tion of varieties of oats. 
^he first of these was isade in 1940, using ten varieties 
of cmts grown in eewaercial oat fields in replicated rod-row 
plots as *Gom®imlfcy ^ rlal at flv® locations in 
Iowa, lla© varieties and selections Included in these nurseries 
were five varieties considered outstanding for rust and smut 
resistance and for agronoaie qualities,, and five of the older 
varieties efssmonly grown by faraers in the stat^, 
fhe average severity of disease observed on the differ­
ent varieties was recorded In table 15 as the percentage of 
neerotic leaf area on the plants at the time of heading. An 
analysis of variance of the data revealed highly significant 
(F«1Q.1^5 ) differenees among varieties in reactim to Ps. 
coronaf&e1ens* Ifeneoek, a Markton x ^ inbow selection, showed 
the highest percentage of diseased area with an average of 
14.0 percent. Karlon, a sister selection, was not so severely 
attacked (@-S percent), loone, a Victoria x Eichland selec­
tion, was heavily attacked (0.6 percenti. The freedom from 
disease in four of the five tests of G.X, $500, a Victoria x 
Eichland selection, may Mve been due in a large measure to 
its earllneas. Sichland and Albion, varieties long grown in 
Iowa, ^owed aoderate amounts of disease (6.0 and 5.8 percent 
respeetively). The effect of variety on average disease 
severity was striking and with the exception of Albion and 
Eichland the reaction of varieties to Fs. corogiafaciens was 
reasonably consistent. 
%h#se commmity trial nurseries were conducted by L. C. 
Burnett and B. S. Byas of the l^rms Grops Subsection, Iowa 
Agricultural Experiment Station and were made available for 
study through their cooperation. 
%he F value at the 1 percent level equals 2.94. 
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Tmtoie 15, Baaetioa to tmmvi&i 3®Boaas e®r-on&faeii su^  of Vaprieties of Cteits 
Qrowti im E#: 
.Icwa ia 194 0. 
ad- Roi Mm friala ttt Five Locatiorm in 
?»rc®atae® of l@o!roti«- JEe« if Area 
Variety 
io... 
fax# 
1mm 
ColuBlms 
Gity^ 
Iowa 
SM» 
riife, 
Iowa 
ola, 
Iowa 
Batavia, 
lova Aire* 
l«iaeoek 3341& 3.5 10 15 5 25 14.0 
33Q5 20 15 12 1 10 9.6 
terioti 2347" 10 5 10 4 5 6»8 
Eieiilsaad IE? 
3502 
1 
5 
5 
5 
2 
8 
2 
1 
20 
7 
6.0 
5.2 
Alteioii im 1 2 5 X 10 3.8 
mzj 2 5 2 2 7 3.6 
Victoria x 
Richliyi^  35m 0 a. 1 1 10 2.6 
2820 2 1 2 2 3 2 »0 
im 0 0 1 1 1 .6 
Arearage 4»^ 4.9 5 •a 2.0 9-S 5.4 
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Bsferenco to tabl© 15 revealed the difference in the 
average severity of disease at the varlcnis loeatlons. An 
analysis of variane® allowed that the effect of location upon 
average disease severity (F«16.6G)^ was highly significant. 
fh@ severity of disease was quite slrailar at Golfax, Colimbus 
City and Bldrldge. At liidlanola the severity of disease was 
quite low CS»0 percent), at Batavia it was mueh higher (9.8 
percent). The reactions of 0. I. S&OO, Albion and Elehland 
at latavia were not in agreewsnt with their performance at 
other loeaticais. Hl^ moisture at this location probably ex­
plained tails differenee. 
The second of these tests was conducted in 1942. Eighteen 
varieties of oats consisting of 8 new rust and smut resistant 
varieties their parent varieties and 8 coraiaerclal varieties 
were included in this study. These varieties were grown in 
randomized, three rod-row plots replicated three times at 
g 
each loeation. The plots were located in farmers small 
grain fields at five locations in Iowa. 
f^he data obtained fer each variety at the five stations 
were recorded in table 16 and represented average percentages 
of necrotic leaf area. Bata were recorded earlier (June 9 to 
IT) them in 1940 because of the earlier occurence of the 
disease in 1942. The total average percentage of necrotic 
%he F value at the 1 percent level equals 3.89. 
%he»e plots were grom as ®0at Disease Demon strati on 
Plots'^ by the Bjctension Flant Pathologist of the Iowa State 
College Sxtension Service and were made available for study 
through feis cooperation. 
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Y&bl® 16 to faetalQaomg eoramfaeians ©f ¥sri©ties of Oats 
Srswrai in leplieated Rod Sow Trials at Five Locations in lovra 
In 
of Seggotle Laaf Area 
Tariety G.2. 
»o. 
•©sage, 
Iowa 
IstfeeT'*-
Till®, 
Iowa 
Cfearc^ ee, 
ioffa 
Carroll, 
Iowa 
Cones-
villa, 
Iowa 
Ave, 
3346 2© 19 9 10 19 15.4 
W&&m 3305 13 9 13 U 8 13.2 
Iferioa jm f 6 9 5 14 8.6 
.G©ntrol 13 10 2 2 3 6.0 
?4smgttard 14 9 3 2 1 5.8 
ialabo* nts 7 13 2 3 2 5.4 
Sterktm 2^ 53 12 S 3 1 3 5,4 
•Sae 3907 n 9 3 2 1 5.2 
•aopher 2027 12 5 2 2 2 4*6 
•^9- X B©»^  36^ 3 9 3 1 2 7 4.4 
logoia 2329 13 3 1 4 1 4.4 
Albion 729 a 5 3 4 1 4.2 
fa»a 35m 6 6 2 2 4 4..0 
•ColtiA-ia 2Bm 6 a 3 1 1 3.8 
liehlaad 7S7 7 5 2 1 1 3.2 
load 2733 4 2 1 5 1 2.6 
C»-S) 3G (T-E) 3607 5 3 1 1 2 2.4 
Vi«t<M?-ia • 2401 5 2 1 1 1 2.0 
A?r@rag« 9.7 6.9 3.4 4.0 4.0 5.6 
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leaf «iF@a was 5.6» Only five varieties (Hancock, Boone, 
Mgirl<»i, Control and fangward ) exceeded this average. An 
analysis of variance revealed highly significant differences 
tor varieties (F«6,48),^ Ifeneoek was the most severely 
diseased variety with an average severity of 15,4 percent, 
Boone also was severely diseased (1?>.2 percent). Marion, a 
sister selection of feneock, sia>wed 8.6 percent of diseased 
leaf area. The remainder of the varieties in the test showed 
Intensity of disease ranging from 6.0 to 2.0 percent. Markton 
and Eainhow had the saase average disease severity (5.4 per­
cent), Hancock and Marion, the two varieties originating as 
seleetlons cC Markton x Rainbow orossea showed higher disease 
severity than either parent. Similarly Victoria and Richland 
had pereentages (2,0 and 3.2 respectively) which were lower 
than any tested varieties tlmt originated from crosses of 
Victoria 3C Klehland (Bo«me 13,2, Control 6,0, lama 4.0). 
Bond showed a disease percentage of 2.6, lower than any 
variety having Bond as one parent (Sae « 5.2, C.I. 5665 = 4.4), 
fhe effect of location on the average severity of disease 
o 
was highly significant (P«15,04). I^he averages are presented 
in table 16, I^ta seeiared at Osage indicated that the most 
severe eplphytotlc conditions occtirred at this location. The 
average aaiowit of necrotic leaf area on varieties was higher 
%'he F value at the 1 percent level equals 2,28, 
%he F value at the 1 percent level equals 3.60. 
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at Osage than at any other location. Boone and Control 
ssthowed #qtisl a'rerag# disease severity. Ma^kton and Rainbow 
showed aa severe disease as did Marion, fhe Rmowit of disease 
present on logoId at Osage (13.0 pereent ) was m&h in excess 
of Its remetlon at other loeatiCTia. 
At Bstherville, Iowa, the ©movrnt of necrotic leaf area 
on the varieties also exceeded the average, Varieties at 
this location reacted more like th© varieties at Osage than 
in the other plots, fhe reaction of Control (10 percent J 
coapared to Booae (9 percent) at Esthervill© was slMllar to 
their performance in tlm Osage test, "fhe variety Rainbow was 
most heavily diseased (IS i»rcent)» exceeding all varieties 
except Bfencock. 
Almost equal average disease severity was recorded at 
Cherokee (3.0 percent), Carroll (4.0 percent) and Cc«aesvllle 
(4.® percent). Bonne was more severely diseased than either 
i&incoek or Marlon at Cherokee and Garroll, but at Conesville 
the condltitwia were reversed. 
A ©ompariaon of the reaction of varieties between the 
data obtain»l in the two different years of study showed that 
abomt the sane ®®otBat of disease was present. However, the 
cCMi^rlson of 5.4 percent for 1940 with 5.6 percent for 1942 
was not as valid as a coaparlson of the average for varieties 
domaion to the two years tests, fhe average of the eight 
varieties in coraaon gave a value of 6.4 percent for 1940 and 
of t.l pereent for 1942. 
The p®TforrmnoB of the Tarleties in tlie two years was as 
consistent as the performane© of var5 etlea within either jaar 
of observation. Hancock showed tho largest amount of disease 
in foxir of th© five loeations in 1940 and in three of the 
five locations in 1942. Boone showed the largest amount of 
diaeas© in one of th# fiTe locations in 1940, and in two of 
the five locations in 1942, Goluaibla showed the least average 
aaotmt of disease in 1940 (of varieties co33®aon to both years J 
and was correspondingly low In 194S. 
While the data varied considerably among the locations, 
the yearly average performance was consistent and laad^ evi­
dent the presence of inherent differences in the reaction of 
varieties to Fsemdc^onas coronmfac 1 ens -under field conditlcaas 
in various loeations in Iowa, 
Reaction of varieties and advanced selections of oata jgrown 
in rod rows., ^ ' 
¥ari©tiea and advanced selections of oats grown in 
testa for disease and agranooilc studies at Ames anfl Kanawha, 
Iowa, in 1940, 1941 and 1942 were examined for amounts of 
leaf injury caused by Pseudoiaonas coronafaciens. The per~ 
eentage of necrotic leaf area caused by Pa, coronafaciens in 
1940 was I'ecorded for 280 varieties and selections of oats 
grown in replicated rod-row plots at Ames and Kianawha, and 
for 930 selections of oats grown in single rod-row plots at 
Ames. In 1941 similar records were obtained on 147 varieties 
and selections grown in replicated rod-row plots at Ames and 
89 
S&n»wim and <m 413 varieties and seleetiona grown in repli­
cated rod-row plots as well as in 1311 single rod-row plots 
at toes, Iowa. Similar data were obtained in 1942 on 144 
varieties and selections gro?m in replicated rod-row plots 
at 4«es and Kanawha and on 4S2 varieties and selections grown 
in replicated rod-row plots at Ames only, as well as 960 
single rod-row plots at Ames, Iowa. 
f¥©a these records 7B varieties and advanced selections 
of oats outstanding for resistance to the SKRits and rusts and 
f<^ desirable mgronomle characters or for their value as 
imrents in oat breeding were chosen for presentation. The 
reaction to PseudoMonas ccarcmafaclens of these 72 varieties 
and advanced selections of oats are presented in table 17. 
The data recorded as percentage of necrotic leaf area are 
presented by year for the three years of study. Bach per­
centage figure represents the average of the number of ob­
servations in the preceding eoluMci in table 17. Some of the 
older varieties were included, particularly those used as 
I«rents. These older varieties, as a group, showed inter­
mediate amounts of disease. The best of this group were the 
early sorts, and their earliness probably was the reasce for 
their low disease severity. Midseason varieties showed some­
what higher percentages of necrotic leaf area. 
Of the new varieties Boone was most severely diseased. 
Boone is a Victoria x Biehland selection and was the most 
suseeptible member of this cross observed, although 
Tsfel® 17,, KeMtioa t© fa@iid€>iB£?m§ earoi^ aeieiis. of 7Z farietlta aad Seleetlocs of Oats Qrmn in 
Eeplieated M lew fests at Aaes aai Eaaatiia, Iowa in 194.0, 1941,. aai 1942. 
of ^serrations: Atira £€ .ieveritT of Ha lo. Slight 
Variety •0.1. Seleetioa . 1941 " im • 
M0« lo. :i©» Ijf®* I0. . lire. So. Ate. fetal. Siiplt 
ebs. se r^. obi. atv* obs. «#*. le. Obi. Ave.,., 
iXhiom m 103 3 4.0 4 14 18 14 25 10.7 
Mmm 3505 5544-509 3 8.0 4 20 18 23 25 17.0 
IttPt 33A1-S 5 3.0 4 14 f 9.4» 
Solt^ ia 2S2Q 3 3.0 4 7 IS 5 25 5.0 
iagle 4 9 M 4 22 5^2  ^
Irfeaa 3Ar? 4 20 IS 20 22 M.oa 
fttlt©a mm 
0.5  ^
4 8 • 4 6.2  ^
fmlgh  ^ m 2 3 2 5 1.4 
Qopiier 2027 3 4.0 4 10 IS 12 25 8.7 
Haacoei: 1346 708-2 I .^0, 4 18 M 15 27 .^7 
logoM 2329 109 2 0.5f 
5-0  ^
0.5® 
0,5  ^
4 7 IB 7 24 4.8 
j0gT@n 2024 a 4 7 M 6 24 6.0 
Imw g47 2 4 8 M 24 4.8 
Kherson 459 2 4 4 M 7 24 3.8 
Ug&ay 4 6 IB 7 22 5.2 
iappion 3247 708-3 29 13.0 4 12 18 9 51 U.3 
Ha^ota 2S85 S.Q. 165 3 5.0 4 14 18 8 25 9.0 
Oto® 2886 2 3.0J 
10.0® 
4 10 la 7 24 6.7 
Eaiiibcfff 2345 2 4 14 18 8 24 10.7 
tichland 787 105 4 1.0 4 5 18 9 26 5.0 
0ae 3907 1263 3 0.5, 4 S 18 4 25 4.1 
Svedish Select 134 2 0.5  ^ 4 7 18 17 24 8.1 
fima 3502 35-54  ^ 3 7.0 4 7 18 10 25 8.0 
7a&gttard 3478 3 7.0 4 S 18 4 25 6.3 
^MJusted average 
Via froa twentietli acre plota 
17 (esntiaued) 
lo.. ©f ..OfeseryatioBi aasd Mmvmi i Sever; itT .©f &I0 iii^  
Tafittj G.I. Selection im 1941 19-
lo. io. Io. Aire, So. km, 
Obs. SOT. obs. S@¥. 
»©. 
@bs. 
Av®. 
Bm. 
fotsl Si^ lt 
So. Ofes. Av«. 
®69 
06f 
f3^ 0ta 
Mm^mk X (3224) 
(2871) X (W) 
9^ X load 
069 X B©ad 
X load 
X BoM 
X BoM 
X ioBd 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Boai 
xBond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
X Bond 
Bond X S67 
Bond X B67 
Xogold X Bond 
logold X Bond 
Anthony x Bond 
069 
D69 
569 
M9 
D69 
B69 
3611 
3602 
3972 
3607 
3^ 41 
3663 
3971 
3B45 
3m 
3842 
3909 
3664 
3843 
3662 
4184 
3849 
3905 
3933 
5545-16 
35-577 
37-17-1-36 
36-5534 
1309-3 
3309-9 
1335-3 
mi*5 
mja 
979-3 
3J35-a 
1335-1 
2^ 1-4 
1309-6 
1081.5 
1193-3 
10g8-7 
1309-6 
1309 
2309-8 
1228-2 
980-2 
978-3 
1307-9 
1112-5 
1071-6 
2099-8 
1911 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4.0 
2.0 
1.0 
0,5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0.3 
0,7 
0.2 
0.3 
0.2 
0.5 
0,5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.3 
0.5 
3.0 
0.4 
8.0 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
10 
7 
f 
9 
4 
4 
5 
8 
7 
7 
5 
6 
5 
9 
8 
10 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
8 
8 
9 
18 
m 
18 
IB 
la 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
IQ 
6 
8 
6 
7 
3 
6 
7 
6 
4 
4 
8 
6 
5 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
5 
4 
3 
4 
2 
6 
25 
25 
23 
24 
24 
24 
23 
23 
23 
23 
19 
29 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
8.0 
6*0 
5*3 
5.a 
3.5 
3.8 
2.8 
4.8 
4.8 
4.5 
3.0 
3.4 
4.4 
5.1 
4.6 
4.7 
4*4 
4.4 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
3.2 
4.3 
4.0 
2.8 
2.5 
5.0 
3.5 
7.7 
17 (contim@S) 
So, .fltetftryatlons: aad' Arerage gererity of Hale Bllgitt 
fmUtj n.l. Seleetion 3M0 IML 
lo. lo.. i©. io. IT®, Art, f®tal Sii^ l® 
©bs. ©©•?. obs* . SOT. . Ofe.3* .s#v. 8. .IT©,.. 
Aotii®!^  X Bend 3$52 '1111-2 3 4»0 4 .10 12 6 19 6.7 
AMhmf X Bead 3914 1917 3 H.O 4 7 12 6 If 8.0 
Anthoi^  X BoM 3912: 1899 3 6*0 4 8 12 5 19 6.3 
Bond X JkMthonj 3652 11-30-23 3 8.0 4 12 9 19 8.3 
liehlaM X BoM X215-6-1 1 0*5 4 5 12 17 4.0 
ieui X PGA 3646 11-30-12 3 S.O 4 g 12 6 19 7,3 
fietoriA. x liehlima 3309 5545-517 2 4 . g li n 24 7.3 
fietoria x EiehlaM 3310 5545-518 2 5.0® 4 6 M 9 24 6.7 
fietorift X Eichlamfi 3312 5545-520 2 3,0fe 4 7 IS 10 24 6.7 
f ietoria x liehland 3334 5545-522 2 0.5 4 7 Ig 8 24 5.2 
Victoria x liehlwad 3Sg7 1017-2 3 15.0 4 10 12 19 19 14.7 
fietsria x Biehlaai 3BB$ 1029-5 3 15.0 4 5 12 8 19 9.3 
fietoria x liefeli^ d 3890 35-19 3 2,0 4 8 12 9 19 6.3 
fictoria x lithlaiii 3540 35-17-1 2 8,0  ^ 4 10 12 8 18 8.7 
flctoria X Richlaaid 3541 35-611 2 0.5^ 4 8 12 7 18 5.2 (f X i) X Bamioek m7 4593 5 12 7 16 4,8 (? X E) X Bannock 41S2 4624 4 7 12 7 16 4.8 
tektoa X Saiabow 3350 1943 2 0.5^ 4 8 18 7 24 5.2 
tektoa X laiabo* 708-'3-23 3 3.0 4 9 12 6 19 6.0 
Average severity 3.2 8.0 7.5 6.2 
Data from twentieth acre plots 
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C, I. 3887, also a flotoria x Rlehl&nd selection, was almost 
as STisceptible. Soae meabers of this cross showed much lower 
amomts of disease, namely $ama, Vicland and Vikota, although 
although no selections fro® the Victoria x Eichland cross 
were outstanding in their consistent freedom from disease. 
Selections from the Harkton x Bainbow cross were for the most 
imrt highly susceptible, fh© variety aaneock, a ai<mber of 
this cross, was severely diseased in all three years observed, 
as was Marion, O.I. 1943 and sel. '708-3'-23, also from the 
Iferkton X Minbow cross, seeaed to be superior to the 
majority of selections fro® this source. 
The very erratic reaction of the variety Srban should be 
Mentioned here. It is a variety selected at the Central Ex-
perifflental Farm, Ottawa, Canada. In plots^ at Kanawha, Iowa, 
in 1942 Brbaa showed very severe leaf necrosis (50 percent) 
but at Ames c«ily slight amounts of diseas© were evident. 
Scsffiie Material ©f Bond parentage was outstanding for 
fre«doii fro® disease. Selections from the cross D69 x Bond 
were highly resistant, fhls reaction was more striking in 
1940 than in either 1941 or 1942. Tmo Bond x B67 selections 
showed slight disease severity, as well as some logold x Bond 
©o®binatie«is. ^he two logold x Bond selections listed (C.I. 
S90§ and Sel, 2099-8) represented the best of the group ob­
served, Bond X Bond x Anthony and Anthony x Bond 
selections showed varying amounts of disease with none ap­
proaching the performance of the B$9 x Bond group. 
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Emaination of the average hy years showed that average 
disease severity in 1S41 and 1§42 were approxiiaately the 
same. However, the differenoes aMong varieties and selections 
were aor© striking in 1941 and 1942, 
Reaeticm of aeleetiona ggown in head 3x?w8 «, 
In addition to the records obtained from the varieties 
and neleetlons dlsetjssed iMsiedlately above, studies were made 
of th® reaction of aingle-plant or single-head <panicle ) 
aelectiona grown In nm-replieated five-foot rows. The 
Majority of these selections were in the to the genera­
tion, and represented the early generatio® mterial from oat 
crosses undergoing selection for rust and smut resistance and 
for desirable agronomic type. Ho specific selection for re­
action to Fa, eoronafaelens had been made in these lines 
prior to 1940* In view of the lack of taniforwity in spread 
of disease in all parts of the nursery and in view of the un­
availability of a sufficiently accurate measure of field 
response to this organism, it seemed advisable not to attempt 
a study of inheritance of reacticm to Ps> eoronafaelens at 
the time this study was begun. I'he best procedure seemed to 
be the examination of large amounts of field jraaterial to find 
if selections from some combinations consistently showed less 
severity of disease than others. With this in mind the 
records from selections from some of the more important oat 
crosses were suiafflarisBed by crosses in 1940, 1941 and 1942. 
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file r©aotl«m to Fs* ooron&i'aclans of 5417 selections 
fi*©» 26 oat crosses grown In fl-^e-foot rows at Am©a, presented 
in talJle 18, were stxi®iarlzed hy recording the mMBiber of selee-
tiona fr^ each cross oceiirrlng in the different percentage 
classes# fheae aelectiona ahowed sharp differences in re­
sponse to Ps« coronafaCiena; 85 percent of the selections, 
howe-rer, were in the ©-1 percent class. The average percent­
age of disease se^reritj was 2.7 percent. 
I^ta secured in lt41 from 2S43 selections from 19 oat 
crosses grown in five-foot rows at Ames showed more striking 
differences in reaction of Ps. coreaiafaclens tlmn did those 
in 194^. The severity of disease, however, varied somewhat 
between different parts of the nursery as indicated hy the 
response of Marion and Boone, which were grown as checks 
occmrring every forty rows. Marlon showed an average disease 
severity of 18 percent and Boone of 8 percent, fhe average 
disease percentage was 9.3 percent with 1295 of the selec­
tions falling within the 0-1 percent class (table 19). 
In 1942, as in the two preceding years, selections from 
oat crosses showed variation In severity of disease. As in 
1941 the disease severity varied somewhat between different 
parts of the nursery as Indicated by the response of Boone and 
Marlon grown as cheeks occurring every forty rows. Boone 
showed an average of 2® percent necrotic leaf area, Marlon 
of 4 percent. The average amount of disease for the entire 
S688 selections was 4.6 percent with 1267 of the selections 
falling within the 0-1 percent class (table 20). 
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Th& records obtained In 1940, 1941 and 1942 showed con­
sistent differences in reaction of selections fro® oat crosses 
coron&faeiens» ^he average severity meaatired as per­
centage of necrotic leaf area was highest in 1941 (9.4 per­
cent), lowest in 1940 (2*7) percent) and intermediate between 
these aaoijffiitd in 1942 (4.7 percent). These percentages were 
not entirely cc^Rparable as neither eroases nor nuiaber of 
aeleetions observed were in all eases the same. It was evi­
dent, however, tiiat som oat varieties used as parents seemed 
to convey freedom fro® severe attack by Ps, coronafaciens. 
Ihe variety Bond which has been used extensively in oat 
breeding because of its near iiaamnity to raany races of Fac-
cinia coronata var, avenae was th® outstanding example of 
this type. Tietoria, a parent variety also widely used be­
cause of its resistance to coronata var. avenae, was itself 
very slightly attacked by Fs* coronafaciens. and seewed to 
convey some reaistane® to Imlo blight. However, some segre­
gates froME crosses involving Victoria were highly s\isceptible. 
fhis apparent resistance of some ¥lctoria hybrids, particu­
larly selections fro» Victoria x fiichland crosses, bas been 
»eationed earlier. 
Moderate resistance to Ps» coronafaoiena was observed in 
the wsijorlty of crosses. It was evident, however, that the 
use of 8<m@ varieties in crosses Jbatr©duces susceptibility to 
Pa. coronafaciens. On the basis of the field data presented 
above the use of Boone, Iferion, Ifetncock, Mutica, Gfopher, 
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I«andlSftf®F and Anthony laast b© considered to Imvo Increased 
the suseeptlhllity of resmlting selections. 
dreenhons© Sttidles of tieaf Reaction of Gats 
to Psetadtmonas coronafaclens 
fhe difference in reaction of varieties and selections 
of oats to Fa« coronafaelens has tieen reported in the pre­
ceding chapter, fhes© striking differences in field reaction 
»ade it seem desirable to condmet studies in the greenhouse 
to attempt to evaluate the field results. 1?he procedure 
which has been used for aieasureioent of varietal reaction to 
Ps. coronafaeiena consists ©ssentially of atomizing suspen­
sions of the bacteria on the leaves of the oat plant and has 
been described in the cMpter mi infection studies. As B»n-
tloned in that chapter^ difficulties encountered early in 
this study In securing infection were overcome to a great ex­
tent. However, the techniques required did not lend them­
selves to the handling of large numbers of plants. 
In two ejcperljeents uniform Infection was obtained on all 
plants used. In the first experim^at samples of 20 to 30 
seeds of each of 115 varieties of oats, coraprising a set of 
1 
elemental types were planted in four-inch greenhouse pots. 
When the plants were 8 to 10 Inches tall they were "rubbed 
%his set of 115 ^ 'elemental oat varieties'* was obtained 
through the kindness of T* S. Stanton, Senior Agronomist in 
charge of ©at investigatlona, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. 
Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 
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down* (1,©. the leaves drmwn between the moiatened 
tfcftamb aad forefinger ) nnd placed in »oJ-st ehambers for 24 
hovLTB at approximately 100 percent relative humidity, fhey 
were then atomized with a water suspension of baeterla from 
yomg cixltwes (3 to S days old) on peptone beef agar of 
emlture nttiiber © {see table 1 )• I^e&f symptoms appeared in 
five to seven days and records were obtained ten days after 
atomlKiiag with the organise, 
A second e^perlinent was condueted In a manner similar 
to the first but msing 26 varieties of oats and culture 
number 1 (see table 1) as the source of Inoculum. 
The data obtained froa these two experiments are pre­
sented in table SI. The severity of disease on the plants 
was recorded on the following basis: 0 » no disease, 1 * 
slight, 2 = moderate, 3 = heavy, and 4 = very heavy disease 
severity. In addition to the data obtained in this study, 
the data recorded by Elliott (7) in two greenhouse experi­
ments with ©7 varieties and with 10 varieties in a second ex­
periment are also presented in table 21. 
l3ta35iinations of the data in table 21 showed rather con­
sistent agreeaent in results obtained in the two greenhouse 
experiments conducted In this study, Yhe varieties of Avena 
bygantlna tested were lower in average disease severity than 
were varieties of other species of oats tested. Bond and 
¥letoria each showed slight Infectlcai. Varieties of J^vena 
sativa tested, however, showed greater range in response. 
-lOS-
Table 21, R@a©tioi3 of Qst Varieties to Psetyjomonaa eoroRafaciena in 
Sreeabons® mad Field Tests at Arass, Iow&, ejad Sirail.ar Data 
by llllott (7). 
Ssveritv of Disease 
Slliott. W Kinesolver. 
I®. Species and Variety G.I. Clreenli0UjEe Field Greenhouse PieM 
1©. Ssp, 
1 
Exp, 
2 
Sxp. 
1 
Exp, 
2 
AT&m. Wm&tlim & a 0^ 1 • €mBtbla.ck 1025 0 2® 2 1® 
2 Black Algerian 3215 2 1 1 
3 C.as«@l 2911 3a 1 1 
4 Fulffler 2912 2 1 
5 
6 
Sarly led luatproof 
Calcutta 
2823 
994 
2 
3 
20 
5 
7 
S 
Bed Eiistproof 
Red. Algerian 
1039 
840 
1 0 2 2 
1 
1 
1 
9 
10 
Fulgraia, 
Bo3»a 
3253 
2733 
1 
1 
5 
1 
11 Belar 2760 3 2 10 
12 la?arr© 966 1 tr 1 
13 
14 
S®g«tal 
.Trisp«r»a 
2137 
1776 
2 
3 
5 
20 
15 Cmlared 3217 2 1 
16 Awaless .Galred 2676 1 2 20 
17 Burt (Hebr, 5M) 2S86 3 20 
IS Brtmker 2054 1 5 
19 PmlghtiSB 708 0 0 0 1 1 
20 i^arikliia 2692 2 10 
21 . Victoria 2401 1 1 
22 Soliai&ia 2820 2 5 
23 Rtsateira 2025 1 1 1 1 
24 Sunrise 
A-yewa »atiya 
(a,"diffusa var,) 
1799 2 10 
25 Boswell 480 2 0 3 1 
26 Alroria 606 3 5 
27 Hateliatt B38 0 1 1 5 
28 T®ch 947 1 1 
0 * no dis©a»® S » aiodsrat© diseas© 4 " r^ry h^avy 
1 - sligfet disease .3 « heavy -ciisease disease 
^Data are ©xpress-ed as pereentage of necrotic leaf area per pot. 
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Tabl® 21 (sontimei) 
Severity of Disease 
lo. Speeies ami Variety C*t» Greeahouae Field Greei&otisQ Field 
S0, Exp, Sxp, Ixp* Exp, 
1 2 1 2 
29 fl later TtJrf 1570 2 0 1 1 5 
30 %&& 4^2 2 1 1 5 
31 Bieknell 3218 1 2 1 
32 Ctilbsrtson 273 0 1 0 1 1 
33 Hairy Culbertson 2505 1 1 1 
34 Bwarf GnlbftrtsoH 748 0 1 1 1 1 1 
35 Qr«&t iogml • • 1074 4'^  5 
36 Black Bell I 1767 2 0 3 2 5 
37 Tlet®p ao3 2 0 2 1 5 
36 Bl»ek le-adiag 1S77 2 1 1 2 20 
39 Moaareii 1^ 76 1 1 3 1 5 
40 Jftaastt© 1880 1 1 1 10 
41 iarly Joan«tte 1092 2 10 
42 llaeiE MmmnA 1878 0 1 2 10 
43 jtewaless lonareli 1S79 3 10 
44 OM Islatwl Black 1754 2 1 3 1 10 
45 Horth •Flnalsli 1SB2 3 1 1 5 
iS Hay 1622 3 75 
4? 6s pa 2765 1 10 
4S Comsllisa 1842 1 10 
49 White teiB© 1692 3 1 4 10 
50 ferry 602 4 5 
51 lie!bla®d. 767 3 2 3 5 52 lOfoM 2329 2 5 
53 Ihera©» 459 2 5 
54 Statss Pride 1154 3 1 3 5 
55 mrkt&n 2053 3 2 2 5 
56. llairii 603 3 1 2 5 
57 Aiir#ra 831 0 0 0 1 2 1 
58 Qold«n lain • 1S90 3 1 3 5 
5f Japaa 1S89 4 0 1 3 5 60 Minora 1285 1 0 1 3 5 
61 Gr«»a 'Rwaglaa 1978 3 0 3 5 62 AwbIqss iProbstaior 1886 2 1 2 10 
63 Probsteier - 1656 3 2 2 ID 
64 fabor 1777 1 1 2 10 
65 Gole 834 3 1 3 15 
€S Issrar 847 3 1 1 10 
67 Albioa 729 3 1 2 10 
68 &oph®r 2027 3 10 
69 larly Chaa^ i^cm 1623 3 1 4 2 5 
'5^  Oaiifeeaey 1621 1 1 2 10 
71 Taktttsk 498 1 1 2 5 
72 HtidS'Gfl 1906 1 10 
X05 
Tafel® 21 (eotttlime^) 
gey®rltv of Oisease 
llliott, 1927 KingaoW. Q.9L3 ) 
lo. Speeies and Tarietj C.I. Greenhcma® Field Greenhouse Field 
» Sxj>. 
1 
Sxp • 
2 
%xp, 
1 
ixp, 
2 
73 White loaansa ' 1686 1 n 1 1 1 5 
74 Camctian 1625 1 0 10 
75 Gastleton 1972 2 1 4 1 
76 Msctly Isfuntain 1624 0 1 2 1 
77 fobalgk 1709 1 0 4 1 
78 • 0iiiitea 1894 2 5 
79 Q. 4. C. 72 846 1 1 3 1 
BQ- 0, A, G. 144 24*5^  > 4 1 $1 Scottiab Chief 1699 1 : 1 3 5 
82 Irish Victor 2994 i 2 5 
.g3 Qothlana. 1S9S 3 2 4 5 
84 Qaaish Island 1684 3 5 
85 Belyak 16^ 0 2 2 2 10 
$6 Swedish S©l«et 1375 0 1 0 2 5 
m Maooln 1262 1 1 1 5 
eg Silv«3rsin«- 1013 2 1 2 5 
89 tothoagf 2143 2 1 5 
fO fl&tmy 1145 0 2 1 2 5 
91 Wajna® 2567 3 5 
92 S-aady 2^ 3 3 2 1 
93 Qartoa 473 1613 2 1 3 5 
•94 CJarto-a So,. 5 
Ayem gatlya 
{Ar^ r^leatalis Seteeb.) 
1S84 3 5 
95 •CSrieatiil 1598 4 4 30 
96 aarioa So. 748 1862 
97 Sm^ toa »o. 784 1863 3 2 20 
96 lii^ k miiml 807 3 10 
99 f artar 991 2 5 
1«) Ct»%®n Gr&y 1864 3 10 
101 Soiaara 1609 4 2 1 
102 Qold«ii Qiaat 1606 4 2 10 
103 0art©n YsHow 1612 4 50 
2CJ4 Spsrr®»bill 1604 3 10 
105 St-or» Kifig 1602 2 1 3 3 5 
106 Tartar ling 1599 2 1 3 10 
107 Marvellous 1999 0 1 4 1 20 
108 Sbo«EiAer So, 7 2895 2 5 
109 Qreea llmmtain 1892 ««« 10 
110 Whit® f.artar 
Mmm Mga 1.. 
1614 1 0 3 10 
111 F©wMs 1996 0 3 20 
112 
113 
Liberty 
€feia®3e 
845 
1003 
1 3 
2 
30 
1 
114 Moagoliati 1770 0 3 1 
115 •?a'9'ilQv 
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flat® reatjlts obtal»®d by Elliott (*7 ), recorded in table 
El, were not always la ©greeaent with, results obtained in this 
study. Eleven of the S*? varieties used by both workers 
failed to agree by aagnitude of at least two classes (e.g. 
1 in one teat, S in the other), these were varieties number 
m, 45> 60, m, 7&, 77, 79, 81, 110, 112, and 114. In eight 
eases (Wos. 19, 27, 42, 57, 70, 107, 11 and 115) Infection was 
secured in these tests when n<me had been reported by Elliott 
C7). 
fable 21 also ineludiss records on disease severity in 
the field at Antes, Iowa, in 1§40 for the 116 varieties. These 
data are expressed as the average percentage of necrotic leaf 
area. They are not presented on the scale used by Blliott 
if} for reasons discussed in an earlier chapter. Field data 
reported by llliott (7) are also presented for 26 of the 115 
varieties. So clear agreement between the two groups of data 
was evident. It seemed evident from examination of green­
house data obtained by either worker that no sure evaluation 
of varietal response can be obtained by use of the atomizing 
technique as used in this study. 
Field Studies on Seedling Reaction of Gats 
to Pseudoaaonas coronafaoiens 
Symptc^s on seedling oat plants caused by Pseudomonas 
cor^afaeiens imve been described in an earlier chapter, 
Defflonstration of the ability of this organism to injure and 
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kill oat seedlings smggeated the possibility of using this 
reaetioa as a meaaa for measuriiig "rarietal resistance and 
sua ©e pt ibi li ty. 
A preliminary field experiment was conducted at Ames, 
Iowa, to find if the teehaitue described in the chapter on 
infectim studies eould be mtilized for field experiments* 
For this experiment samples of 20 seeds of each of 13 
varieties of oats hailed or not hailed were Infested with a 
water suspension of a miacture of ©ulttares 203A, 203B, 20&k 
amd 20SB (see table S ) and planted on June 8, 1942, at Ames, 
Iowa. Obsenraticms were made two weeks after planting. 
Beduction in stai^ was evident on both the hulled and not 
hulled series and symptoms were produced on the emerged 
seedlings, fhe experim«at was not replicated so varietal 
©oagjarison could not bo mde. 
& view of the produetic^i of syaaptoms in the field, the 
following experiment was eondueted in the fall of 1942. 
fhirteen varieties of oats were selected on the basis of 
their response in the field« Samples of 20 seeds of each 
variety were placed in a water suspension of bacterial 
cells C48-hour culture of 2&M.) and held under a partial 
vacuuM (e<ittival«nt to 2§ inches of mercury) for 30 minutes. 
A check series also was prepared by holding like samples in 
water under partial vacuum. Blx replications of each series 
was planted in the field (©ctober 1) in five-foot rows. The 
experiment was arranged in a randcraiiised split plot design-
-loa-
Bows w«i*# rand€Mlz®d witMn peplleatioB, and location of 
elieck and lnf®at#d r®plieates was at random, fh® vari®ti«s 
w®F« in til® sam® arrangement in the inf®st®d s®ri®s as in 
th® ©ori^aponding check replication, Ii»ck of abmdant mois-
twr# r«dtxe®d soniewhat th® d®v®lopm®nt of the disease. 
Bmergeac® was aff«et®d by the presene® of Fs< eorona-
faciena as shown in tsbl® 22* fh® data given und®r **Infested" 
are ma. th® basis of surviving plants per plot, i.®. excleading 
thos® seedlings which were so badly diseased that they dlod 
soon after emergenc®. Sxamlnatlon of th® data from the non-
infested series by analysis of variance showed the lack of 
significance aiaong either varieties or replications, 
In view of th® variability mmmig th© check a®ri®3 it 
s@effi®d desirable to present th® data from th® infest®d 
series as percentages of their corresponding infested plot 
{table 
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fabl® 23. Ratio of fe@rg@ne® of 2Q Seeds Infested with 
f»« ecqpoaaf&elea® to that of Mon-infested for 
lS@h of IS Varieties ©f Oata Planted inSPi®ld 
Plots at Ames, Iowa, ©etober 1, 1942. ' 
nSSSSSST 
VaTiety lep. I lep.II l©p. CT lep.V Rep.VI Av« 
M&ri on •rs 50 5S 79 69 67 66 
Sancoek 76 100 47 60 79 94 76 
S«© m 6S 72 78 61 84 71 
Bocaa© 88 7B 10© 72 74 61 78 
Mtttioa 100 &f 87 87 84 89 89 
Hay m 89 79 72 69 65 72 
Hmron 100 f§ 84 76 94 72 83 
logold 55 79 75 5?? 67 88 69 
f&m • llg 107 90 76 100 55 89 
¥®,Bgit«rd ©1 BB 78 81 70 88 77 
Bond 83 74 88 42 S6 57 67 
fietopia f§ 88 ©4 60 62 50 72 
WS9 X Bond 100 82 80 88 84 112 91 
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*hll© the varJaliilitj was high, there w@r@ differences 
mmong the varieties. Analysis of variance revealed that the 
difference among varieties was significant (table 24). 
fable 24. Analysis of Variance of the Bata for the 13 
Varieties of Oats Presented in ^able 23. 
•.Source of Mean 
Variation Bf. Square 
Total 77 
Varieties 12 465.6^ 
ieplleatloas 5 199.8 
Irror 60 205.2 
^Significant. 
The F value (2.3)^ for varieties (table 24) is signifi­
cant but not highly so. in coiaparlson with field observations 
on leaf response the suseeptlbllitles in seedling killing of 
Victorie. Bond, logold and Sac were poorly in agreement. The 
reactions of Marion, Hancock, Boone, and Hay, however, agreed 
quite favorably with field observations on leaf response. 
It amst be boi^ne in mind that these data were based on surviv­
ing seedlings with no account taken of severity of disease on 
those remaining. 
With this in mind the data were sxamnarlzed as Average 
Disease Slass values (table 25). This differs from the 
Disease Severity Value in tlmt ©mergence was not measured; 
value of 1.92 required at the 5 percent level. 
F value of 2.50 required at the 1 percent level. 
-1X2-
only tb© amotmt of disease pex» seedling emerging. Thla in­
dex was derived bj means of the following formula and tmj be 
interpreted directly in terms of the disease classes deseribed 
in th© elaspter on infectIm sttadies. 
F  ( 0  )  4- 1  { )  4- 2  C O g i  4* 3 (1)^} *4 0^)2 Disease severity valu© 
(no, aeedilnga 1 
F - BO. of seedlings f^e frc® diseasej Dg, Dg and = 
no. of seedlings in disease classes 1. 2, 3, and respec­
tively. 
Sable 2&, Average Bisease Olass Value of Samples of 20 
Seeds ifech infested witii Fa» coronafaoleas of 
IS Varieties of Oats Planted in a Field Test 
at Ames, low® 
Variety lep. I lep.II Sep.Ill Kep.IV Eep.V Bep.VI Ave, 
Marion ,'7&& ..t2S .250 1.461 1.133 .385 .823 
Hmneock .461 .500 .800 1. 417 .647 .000 .637 
Sac l.§©0 1.071 •.2@7 .428 1.071 .235 .772 
Boone ,647 l.SOO .6S7 .0S6 .600 .692 .694 
Mmtica .470 .267 * 2@@ .400 . 125 .062 .268 
May .925 .444 . 286 . 615 . 583 .500 .558 
Suiron ,000 .2S0 '.•28© .444 .200 .286 .244 
logold 1.951 .S7g l.SOO .643 1.176 .722 . 941 
^aaa ,222 .SSS .733 .055 .052 .923 .390 
¥angua.rd . 405 .437 1,12§ . 824 .937 .500 .713 
Bond .882 .76S .067 .909 1.538 .786 
Victoria .867 .37.6 1.00 .579 .923 .533 .713 
1M9 X Bond .222 .4S7 .133 .SOO .632 .000 .326 
Analysis of variance of tliese data revealed significant 
differepiees aaong varieties (table 26). 
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SabX© 26, Analysis of fariano© of Average Diseaa© Class 
¥alu®s Presented la TatJle 25. 
Sotarc© of Mean Square 
Vaylfttion 
•Eotal 77 
Varieties 12 .3117^ 
Ksplieatloas 5 .0674 
Error 60 . 427 
•^"Significant. 
fh© variation frcm plot to plot within replicates was 
large and must point to lack of uniform infection conditions 
obtaining t!irougl^out the ©scperlment. As previousIj stated, 
this 30WJ :tov® resulted from a moisture difference. D69 x 
Bmd, fama, and lutica were again lowest in susceptibility, 
but tlie ©jceellent performance of Kiron was not in accord with 
its reaction on the other bases presented. logold showed the 
greatest amount of disease, a reaction not in accord with 
observations under field conditions. 
€offipilfttlm of the »iterlttl in the form of the disease 
severity v«lu# (fable 27) changed scaiiewbat the arrangement of 
varieties in the test. x Bond showed the least aaiaant of 
injur J according to this value, Tanwi tmly slightly more. 
Marlon and Bond were tlm most heavily Infected. 
Again analysis of variance showed algjalfleant differences 
(table 28) aaong varieties, and a non-slgnifleant value for 
replicaticms. 
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Table 27. Diseas© Severity Value of Samplea of 20 Seeds 
laeli of IS V^ari«ti«s of Oats Infested with Pa. 
oorcmafaei©na,« Planted in a Field Test at 
AmeSp lowaj^ etdber 1, 1942. 
Variety Eep. I Sep. II Bep,III Rep, IV Eep. V Kep. VI Av©. 
Marion 20. 5 es. S 1S7. 0 12. .0 21. 0 20. 0 20. 7 
Hancock go. 5 14. 0 28. 5 18. ,5 15. 0 7. 5 17. 0 
Sae 22, 6 22. & 18. 0 14. . &  22. 5 9. 5 18. 3 
Boone 12. 0 18. © 5. 5 17. .5 17. 0 22. 5 15. 5 
Mmtiea 11. 14. § 15. § 17. ,0 11. 0 10. 5 13. 3 
Hay gS. & 9. 0 ei. S 17. 0 25. 5 24. 0 19. 7 
•Saron 11. 0 12. 0 99. 0 17. ,0 14-Q 16. 5 13. 1 
logold £5. s -i Vi 0 19. 5 25, ,5 17. 5 11. 5 18. 7 
T&m& T. 0 104 § 5 18, .0 3. 0 23. 5 11. 3 
Vanguard 2&. 0 15. 0 14. 5 19. .0 17. 5 14. 0 17. 5 
Bond . IS. g 14. 0 IS. Q SO. 0 27. 5 27. 5 21. 3 
Victoria 17. 0 15. vr 8-. 0 18. ,0 23. 5 26. 5 17. 7 
x B-ond 7. 0 16. Q f. § 13. .5 3. 5 5. 0 9. 9 
Table S3. Jtiialysis of Variance for ^ otal Bisease Severity 
¥alm® from Beita in ^ sbl® 15. 
.^.a«ar©e of 
V&ri&tion Sf. Mean Square 
Total 77 
Vari®»ti©s 12 77.80^  
Saplieations 5 19.99 
Error 60 34.22 
^Signifleant. 
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Four toaaes of disease severity sumimtlon have been pre­
sented in evaluation ©f tli© varieties in this field test. 
In order to b® able to evalmte the validity of eaeh method 
in ©caaparlsQn to each other methcsdn and to give the best esti­
mate of varietal response, on all fo-sar bases of measurement 
{l»e. A s siM?viving plants, S s percent infested of not In­
fested, C s average disease class value and B = disease 
severity value ) a ^aph was devised (Plate 7). The varieties 
in this plat® were arranged in order of increasing suscepti­
bility, The range of each aea3"uo?e (A, B, G, and D) was 
adjusted to make all graphically c<Mit5«irable. The acttial data 
aay be obtained from the graph for any single variety for 
each basis by reference to the scale marked with the same 
letter as the point in question. For example, the average 
nuaiber of smr'riving plants in the infested series {Scale A 
in graph) for the variety Bocaie may be determined by dropping 
point "A** opposite this variety to its corresponding scale 
at the botto® of the graph, thus sectaring the value 15,8. 
leference to table 22 confirms this reading. 
By placing all four bases on the same scale, we may 
read directly from the graph {Plate 7), first the agreement 
of the methods of measure for any variety {measured directly 
by the length of the horlssontal line ) and second, the 
specific performance of any variety on any basis, or the 
average performance on all four bases. 
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Plate 7 
Comparison of the response to Pseudomonas coronafaelens of samples of 20 
unhulled seeds of each of 13 varieties of oats grown in a field test at 
Ames, Iowa, on four bases of disease injury summation. 
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D69 3C Bond was moat resistant by three of fotir measttrea. 
On average disease elaes value (Scale G) it was leas re­
sistant than either Mutica or Huron. This measure did not 
include emergence, as previously stated, but was the average 
amount of disease present per seedling, on the basis of the 
disease classes used in recording. 
Tama likewise was strikingly resistant. Boone showed 
the most consistent reaction, regardless of type of measure 
employed, «faile Hay was most inconsistent of all varieties. 
Marlon, Bond and logold were most severely attacked. 
Greenhouse Studies of Seedling Reactions 
Of Oats to Pseudomonas coronafaciens 
Tfm results obtained in the field studies ^ust discussed 
were supplemented by a series of greenhouse studies, ^he 
sawe IS varieties of oats were used for all greenhouse 
studies and those employed in the field studies. Samples of 
go seeds were used and culture 20S4 was used as the inoculum 
in all tests. 
EacperlMenta at 7Q^F. 
Sauaples of 20 seeds each of the IS varieties were In­
fested with a water auspenslon of bacteria frcwi 5-day-old 
cultures of SG3A. Six saaplea of each variety were infested 
under partial vacuu® as described in an earlier chapter and 
sljt samples were held as checte. Each sample of 20 seeds 
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was pl»at@d In steamed soil (3-»l/2 howira «t IE lbs, pressure) 
in « 4-iacli grsenhous© pot, Tli© pots were placed in saucers 
and arranged as a caaiplet© randomized block with split plot 
featiare. By this procedure each infested pot and each corre­
sponding not-infested pot were in the same location within 
each replication. IPhe plots were kept well watered and the 
temperatwe at approximately 70®F. !I'herffiostatic controls in 
the greenhouse made it possible to »aintain this temperature 
with slight variation. Data were recorded 14 days after 
planting# 
IxaMlnation of the surTiving plant data (table 29) re­
vealed uniforaiity of the eiaergence of non-infested samples. 
Analysis of varlance showed that no significant differences 
existed among either "Varieties or replicaticais. *?hia infor-
wttion made it seem desirable to discard the series not 
Infested and proceed with an analysis of the infested series 
only. 
Analysis of variance of the data on surviving plants 
revealed significant differences among varieties. The fact 
tMt differences among varieties were not highly significant 
made it seem desirable to ejcamine the ntamber of surviving 
plants as the percentage of their corresponding non-infested 
pot. Such a comparison by analysis of variance yielded an 
F value of 1.83, a value slightly below the B percent level 
of significance (F^l.tg at © percent level). It must follow, 
then, that the differences in emergence among varieties were 
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qu©»tlQsabl@ Wider th© t@st eondltiona of th@ experlmont. 
Istamlnation of th® averag® dise&a© class value data 
secured from this teat showed more striking differences. 
Analysis of variance of these values show highly significant 
differenees ammg varieties (Fs4»04j Fif®»50 at the 1 percent 
level) and non-signlfleant differences among replications, 
Oomhlning the average disease class values on the 
seedlings with the reduction in emergence in the form of the 
disease severity value permitted eoraparison by means of an 
analysis of variance, fhls revealed highly significant dif­
ferences a®ong the varieties (F*5.09) for this measure. 
Four bases of disease severity staiamatlan have been pre­
sented for this experi»@nt. fo allow ccsaparlson of each 
basis with each other basis and to evaluate the varieties on 
their average perfomance Plate 8 is presented. D69 x Bond 
was most resistant by three of the four measures used. 
Victoria had a lower score on the average disease class 
value* 
logoM ranked second in average resistance, Victoria 
third fama fourth. It was interesting to note the com­
parative resistance of Bocsae. Sac, noticeably free from 
disease on the basis of leaf reaetion in the field showed 
aore disease by any aeasure than Boone. Hancock and Marlon 
showed heavy disease severity and all laeasures agreed well. 
Bond, relatively ft*ee from disease in field leaf reaction 
studies ranked twelfth in this test. J^ergence was severely 
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Plate 8 
Comparison of the response to Pseudomonas coronafaclens of 20 unhulled 
seeds of each of 13 varieties of oats grown In a greenhouse test at 70°P., 
on four bases of disease injury sunmiation. 
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r©<l"0:e«d but tb.© smrvlviag plsmts w®r© comparatively free from 
€ls®as@, fti® agreement of the four bases of measurement was 
poorest m this variety. 
At this t«ip©ratTare all varieties showed relatively 
little disease severity, fhe two measures baaed on ©mergence 
(A and B, Plat© 8) agreed best, as they must, fhe average 
disease class value (0) moves with relative independence of 
measures A and B. Tht disease severity value (D) tended to 
agree with the other values, as would be expected. 
l3Eperinents at 50'^F. 
Samples of 20 seeds ©meh of each of the 13 varieties of 
oats were Infested with a water suspension of culture Ho. 205A 
under partial vaeuum as described in an earlier chapter. A 
non-infested series was also pre^red by soaking seed in a 
M percent solution of coBKnercial sodium hypochlorite and 
washing in water for a length of time equal to that used in 
tlwi treatment under partial vacuum. Four sanq^les of each 
variety for each treatn^at were employed, fhese samples were 
planted in three and one-half inch greenhouse pots in steamed 
soil (3-1.2 hours at 12 pounds pressure). The pots were 
placed in saucers and placed on a slatted wooden frame in a 
greenhouse Jacking benches, fhe infest€>d series was arranged 
as a complete randomized block on on© wooden frame. On an­
other wooden frame about two feet away the non-infested 
series was arranged in the saaw randomized arrangement. I^he 
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were arranged in smcli a manner that light, temperature, 
and humidity faetor8 were as equitable as possible. This 
separatioQ was made to remove possibilities or the contaialiaa-
tion of the non-infested series by the infested series and 
yet pla©® both ui^er similar condltiona. fhe pots were kept 
well watered and the soil floor of the house kept moist. 
By neans of th®n»ostatio eoffitrol the temperature of the 
house was maintained at 601i2®F. exeept for a period from 
10 A.M. until 3 P.M. when the temperature would rise in an 
even crarve, reach a inaxiwiKB of @0® - 65®F. at 12 noon to 
1 P.E, thed recede to by 5 P.M, 
drmith. was retarded at t^is temperature so that three 
weeks had elapsed before the plants were large enotigh to 
deteraln© the emergence. Tim emergence of the non-infested 
series <table 30) was uniform and preceded that of the in­
fested series by two to three days. Analysis of variance of 
the cl»ck series demonstrated the lack of significatat dlf-
fereaees among either varieties or replications. Similar 
examination of the Infested series revealed highly signifi­
cant differences among varieties. Average emergence ranged 
fro» 9.S for "^letoria to 18.3 for B69 x Bond, Ho differences 
were apparent among replicatims. 
Because of the unlfomlty of emergence of the non-
infested series the suiaaiary by percentage of infested to non-
infested was ©Bftltted. When suHsaarlzed as disease severity 
value the data showed conaiderable variability but analysis 
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of variance revealed a highly si^ifleant value for varieties. 
fabl® fjQ, Imergenee of ttnhulled Samples of 20 Seeds of Each 
of 15 Varieties of Oats Infested with Pseudoreonaa 
©oronafaciens. Planted in a Oreenhouse ^ est at 
mm— 
Eep. I I Rep. 11 ; a@p.lIX ; Bep. I¥ ; Average 
Variety Inf. iHonTiInf. jl<»i-slnf. sKon-iInf. jMon-:Inf. :Ron-
:inf, ! slnf. t :inf. • *• * :inf. i inf. 
Marion 14 20 11 1^ 12 18 15 20 15. ,0 19. ,2 
Ifencock 10 19 14 20 14 19 15 18 14. 5 19. ,0 
Sac 11 1© 11 20 13 18 15 18 12. 5 18. 9 
Boone 16 20 14 19 IS 19 16 19 15. 0 19. ,2 
Mutica 11 19 9 20 IS 19 IS 20 12, .0 19. 5 
W m j  14 20 1© 20 13 17 17 20 15. 7 19. •2 
Hur-cai 20 18 18 20 19 18 11 20 17. 0 19. 0 
logo Id 19 20 14 20 14 20 17 10 16. 0 19. >5 
Tarn 14 18 14 20 17 20 19 19 16, 0 19. r2  
¥anguard 12 20 12 20 12 SO 11 17 11. 7 19. 2 
Bond 14 16 15 19 14 19 15 13 14. ,0 18. ,0 
Victoria 11 16 14 19 8 17 6 20 9. 5 18. 0 
1^-9 X Bond 20 20 It 18 16 19 18 19 18. 5 19. 0 
Average 14. 2 19. 0 
Tg enable critical examination of the results of this 
experiiaent Plate 9 is presented. D69 x Bond showed the 
highest degree of resistanee hy both measures employed. H\aron 
was second in average rank, a situatlcai not in agreement with 
other greenhouse tests. Taa® had an average emergence of 
16.0 and a total disease severity value of 10.0. Boone, 
Hancock, Bond, and Marlon were intermediate in rank. The 
perforaance of Sac (emergence, 12.5 and total disease severity 
value, 19.4) was not in accord with previous teats. The re-
sctlcn of Victoria (9.3 and 27,4) was puzzling. 
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Plate 9 
Comparison of the response to Pseudomonas coronafacl^a of 20 unhulled 
seeds of each of 13 varieties of oats grown in a greenhouse test at 50®F,, 
on two bas^ 6f disease injury summation. 
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In general tMs teat was not as InformatlTe from the 
standpoint of rating as were tests at 70®F, or in the field. 
Few emerged plants were diseased. It appeared that teats at 
this temperature ejchlblted considerable reduction in emergence, 
bttt soant prodytetion of leaf sysEptoms. Plants tended to be-
ooae either very severely diseased or were free from disease 
^jij^er these conditions. 
Another test Identleal in soiiree of raeaterials and to 
conditions was eondrtcted In the same greenhouse at the same 
time, as the experliaent Just discussed, fhe samples of seed 
for this experiment were hailed and the seed were Infested 
by soalcing in a water suspension of bacteria in the manner 
described in detail in an earlier chapter. 
Oata from this escperiaent were sectired at the same time 
as those from the experiment jtxst dlsctisaed. Some reduction 
in the eaiergenee of the cheek series was evident (table 31}. 
However* this redmcticaii was evidently at random as analysis 
yielded non-signifleant F, values of 1#4S and 1.57 for 
varieties and replications respectively. 
Ixamination of the Infested series revealed average 
differences in emergence for varieties ranging from 5.5 
for Tictopla to IS.O for the variety Sac. Analysis of 
variance revealed hi^ly significant differences among 
varieties (table 32). 
f$hU n* MmTgmm of Hmlltd m^lrn of 20 S^llad Seed ©f tmh. ©f 13 Tarietie© ©f Oats Infested 
and l0n»iisfesied with faeadgao-a&g' sereaisf&cieas ia n GresEiiOiise Seat at 50%. 
farietf i©t 
..inf« 
isf; • tot jjif.. . 
iet 
. iBf, 
lnf» Hot 
inf. 
Ist 
inf. 
lirien 10 m 13. 1? %5 16 10 IS 11.5 17.3 
12 n M % m 19 M 20 13.0 lg.5 
S&& 15 IS 15 w %5 li 15 19 15.0 1B,3 
Boone H 15 15®- H U 19 17 19 14.7 14.6 
'Ifetiea 30 16 15 12 19 7 19 9.7 17.3 
lay 12 19 f 19 8 2$ 15 14 11.0 17.7 
InroB 10 19 10 IS 11 17 12 17 10.7 17.7 
lofoM 14 19 13 20 11 20 U m 13.5 19.7 
fama 9 19 33 18 11 19 9 20 10,5 19.0 
TangTiard 12 16 12 18 14 17 9 19 11,7 17.5 
Bond 12 18 12® 12 B IB 11 18 12.0 16.5 
Victoria 10 20 7 19 3 20 2 19 5.5 19.5 
1^9 X Bond 10 16 11 20 9 19 15 18 11.3 ia.3 
•^Plot injured 1)y mice, Value inserted by relation of colusn versus row average. 
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Tabl© 32, Analysis of Yarlano© of Emergence Data from 
Infested Series from fable 30, 
^ ' S o m r c e  o f  Mean 
fariatlon Df, Sqtiare 
total 51 
¥arietiea 12 23.41^^ 
Eeplications S 1.00 
•Error 36 5,25 
^Highly significant. 
Thm VSLXU® for varieties was highly significant. The 
Mean stinare for replications was significantly smaller than 
th®. error mean sqtiare, 
la view of this relation of the siean square for varieties 
and replications it was considered advisable to sunn^rize the 
emergence data for the infested aeries as percent of check 
eiaergence. Ixaminatlon of the variance of these data re­
vealed highly si^ifleant differences awong varieties and 
non-signifl<mnt differences aioieaig replications. 
ftstta froia the experiment were suaanarized as average 
disease class values. Analysis of variance of these values 
revealed highly significant differences among varieties and 
aon-si|paifleant differences am<mg replications. 
When s^arawirlzed as disease severity valne the data re­
vealed highly significant variation among varieties, non-
significance among replicates. 
las-
Graphic presentation (Plate 10) of tli© data on each of 
th© fow bases of disease ae-^erity smmfaation revealed con­
siderable dlsagreeBaent in their ability to rank varieties in 
the same maaner, The weastarea k and B on Plate 10 had common 
elements so were expected to move together consistently. 
1 moved to the left of A when the mergence of the non-
infested fell below the average for the grotip, 1?he high 
ranlt of Boone ©n the B measure {infested as percentage of 
not infested } was dt»e in soHie measure to the low emergence of 
the non-infested plots of this variety (table 31), 
5he excellent perfomsnce of Boone was not in agreement 
with its perforaaanee either in leaf reaction in the field or 
in previotis aeedling tests. Sac, B$9 x Bond, and Taaa like­
wise were relatively low in average rank» fictoria was in 
the unique position of giving ttie lowest seca:*e on three 
bases of ®i,easmre ik, B, and D), and the next to highest on 
the fourth (Q), Bond tended to have this same reaction. 
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Plate 10 
Ccanparison of the response to Pseiadomonas coronafaclens of 20 hulled seeds 
of each of 13 varieties of oats grown in a greenhouse test at 50°P,, on 
four bases of disease injury summation. 
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DISaUSSION 
It s©eas @¥id©nt froia the data presented in this study 
that Faemdomonas coronafaeiena is a more prevalent and de-
strtictive pathogen of oats in Iowa than formerly was realized. 
The failiare to recognize the JPall extent of injxiry caused by 
this pathogen may Mv® h©©ii due to a nuisteier of factors. 
The study of aymptoas produced hy Pa. ooronafaeiena 
revealed that seedling injury and killing may play a con-
siderahl© part In the reduction of oat stands and in providing 
sources of inoculum for subsequent spread. The range of leaf 
syaiptG®s studied allows the inclusion of several types of 
leaf injury heretofore not definitely attributed to this 
or^nism. fhese leaf symptoms were greatly affected by the 
variety of host aoad their detemiaation was essential to any 
sound evaluation of varietal response. 
Investigations with Isolates secured in three different 
years fro® lesions on various varieties in several locations 
leads to the conclusions that the species described by 
Elliott (7) is the pathogen pPQsmnt in Iowa and that it is 
relatively hoiaogeneous. The evidence presented for the 
occurrence of strains the basis of carbohydrate utiliza-
ticaa studies must be interpreted cai the basis that such 
studies, particularly those conducted with peptone base 
laedla, Imve been reported as erratic. The incubatlcwi period 
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tas@d In fell® earlsoiiydrat® -atillzatsim studies (2 weeks ) was 
not as liKig as the periods of on© to two months utilized by 
Elliott (6, 7) and Petersen {21) and aay have affected the 
results to acsao extent. This period of observation might 
also explain the records on the prodmtion of acid in sucrose 
by only 11 of 37 eultures tested while Elliott (6, 7} and 
Petersen {21) reported all their isolates tested to have this 
aMllty. It was evident, however, that the rate of produc­
tion of acid in sucrose differed among the cultures studied. 
Isolates from linear lesions with observable exudate on 
oats were desigmted as Pa. striafaeiens and did not differ 
in cultwal reactions froiH Isolates of Ps. corcaaafaeiens. Ho 
extended infection studies with Isolates of Pa. striafaeiens 
were made. Ps. striafaeiens was culturally indistinguishable 
fro® Ps. coronafaclens by tests used in this study. Similarly 
isolates from lesi<ms on Br^us inermls identified as Ps. 
eoronafaciens var. atroptirpureum were similar in cultural 
reactions to isolates of Ps. coronafaciena> with the exception 
of the production of flourescense in beef-peptone broth and 
their slightly more rapid growth. The pathogenicity of these 
isolates fr<OTi brome was deterained on oats but no ft^ther 
infection studies were coadueted with them. 
fhis similarity of cultural reactions by Isolates of Ps. 
coronafaeiens. Pa. coronafaeiens var. undulosum. and Ps. 
striafaeiens would seeat to indicate th.0 lack of appropriate 
cultural tests for aeasurlng strain differences so it may be 
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that th© smbsequenfc d^irelopment of mor® applicable tests 
will allow recognlfeicm of strain differences, 
As stated earlier In tbis paper symptoms of crown rust 
often fflasked the sympt®as caused by Ps. coronafac1ens on oats, 
so the developaaent of crown-rust resistant varieties placed 
eiaphasls m the halo blight disease. This observation has 
been made in each of the three years of study. However, it 
should be noted that the recently developed rust resistant 
varieties contain germ plasm exotic to the United States. 
She possibility that mch parent varieties used as 
so\srees for crown rust resistance may also have ccmtributed 
factors for either or both resistance and susceptibility to 
Ps. coronafaciens should be considered. The crown-rust re­
sistant parent varieties Bond and Tictoria introduced frcan 
Australia sM South America, respectively, showed outstanding 
field resistance to halo-blight. In hybrid combination these 
and other varieties yielded both resistant and susceptible 
progenies as has been reported in the chapter on field reac­
tions. Ihe ®anner of inheritance was not studied but it 
seemed evident that the field resistance and susceptibility 
of selections had been inherited. 
In the field, varying reactions of some varieties in 
different locations and years raised the question of the pos­
sible presence of strains differing in pathogenicity. The 
ccMdltions necessary for infection and deve lopaiant of the 
organism appear to be exact and may explain this phenosienon. 
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However, utoem one or wore varieties show disease severity of 
about the same extent in different looations, while other 
varieties show wide variation in disease severity at these 
same locations, the possibility of pathogenic strain differ­
ences nmy he conjectured, fhis phase of the prohleia was not 
investigated in this study^ 
Attempts to eorrohorate field records on varietal re­
sistance "by leaf reaction st^ies in the greenhouse were not 
c<msider©d sufficiently successful to be of value^ One 
Interesting observation wade In the course of greenhouse 
studies that should be recorded here, was the seemingly good 
positive eorrelation between amoimta of artificially induced 
watersoaking at the time bacteria were atomized on the 
leaves, and subsequent severity of disease produced. Varieties 
seemed to show consistent differences in amounts of water-
soaking. 
Beeause of the failure of leaf infection studies to yield 
dependable results, the seed infestation method was employed. 
While the number of varieties used in this study was limited 
it seemed evident that this technique could be used to gain 
additional information about varietal reaction. The degree 
of susceptibility of the varieties clmnged with the conditions 
under which the test was conducted, fhe behavior most like 
the field leaf reaction occurred in the tests at 70°F, (Plate 
8). At a lower temperature (5G®F. ) separation of the 
disease injiary into two seimrate categories was evident. 
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parfelsttlarly In th© teats with hulled se«d« The severity 
of disease aa tb© leiaves agreed in general with th© field 
leaf reaction studies. The second ©ffeet, that of pre-
©aiergent killing^ seemed to toe relatively unrelated to the 
severity of leaf symptoms. It seems that utilization of this 
seed infestation method is of real value in evaluation of 
varietal response In ^ vena* 
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StWMARY 
In a stmdy conducted in 1940, 1941 and 1©42 Pseudcmonas 
eoroaafaclens (Elliotti Stapp, the causal organism of halo 
blight was obsenred to attack species and varieties of Avena 
froa the ti»© the seed coat raptxired until the plant was 
mature, Symptcaas were ohaerved on the coleoptiles, culms, 
leaf sheaths, leaves and glumes. The plumule within scwie in­
fected seed was found to he entirely destroyed and the radicle 
remained underdev©loped. In some cases the entire seed, ex­
cepting the lemiHa fmd pmlea, wm.s rotted to such an extent that 
if pressure was applied, a yellowish-white viscous material 
was extruded. ¥arying degrees of severity of plumule necrosis 
were observed ranging from seedlings on which the plumule 
could not be observed to those in which the above groiand 
parts attained almost full developraent after emergence. On 
leaves, the part of the plant most coBciionly attacked, symptoms 
appeared first as tiny watersoaked spots one mm» or less in 
diameter which became the centers of lesions showing yellowed, 
haloed areas, rapidly becoming browned and confluent or of 
concentrically ringed appearance. The effect of variety of 
host on symptoms was evident and consisted essentially of 
variation in color, size of lesion, and definiteness of con­
centrically ringed or confluent appearance. lies ions on leaf 
sheaths observed were elongate, yellowed, confluent areas 
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eoaaiRonlj lacking th© concentrically ringefl appeara^cW. Lesions 
on cmliis and gltnnes were oljserved infreqtiently. 
Gmltwal studies of nine isolates of Fs. coronafaciena 
obtained in 1940, 18 Isolates obtained in 1941, and 27 iso­
lates obtained in 1942 showed that the organism present on 
oats in Iowa in these three years was essentially like the 
causal organism previously described by Blliott. No clearly 
defined cultural strains were evident. Isolates of Ps. 
corcaiafaciena var. atropurpuretm obtelned from Broaius inermis 
and isolates of Ps. striafaciens obtained from oat plants 
were culturally siTOilar to isolates of Ps. coronafaciens. 
Studies of field reaction of varieties and selections of 
oats in Iowa revealed striking and consistent differences in 
susceptibility to Ps. coronafaciena in the three years of 
s t u d y .  S u c h  e : ^ m i n a t i o n  s h o w e d  a d e ^ j u a t e  s o u r c e s  o f  f i e l d  r e ­
sistance to be obtainable, Varieties and selections involving 
Bond as one parent were, in most cases, cmparatively free 
from halo blight. Boone, Marlon, Hancock, Anthony, Mutica, 
Gopher and Landhafer were observed to show progeny suscepti­
ble to halo blight. Victoria x liehland crosses were for the 
»ost part intermediate in susceptibility, 
Crreenhouse studies of leaf reaction did not corroborate 
field results but a method of seed infestation used showed 
agreement with field reactions. By use of this method dif­
ferences among varieties were consiatBntly shown, and the 
separation of pre-emergent killing and leaf reaction was en­
abled tmder severe test conditions. 
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